Greentrax Recordings

Founded 1986

Scotland’s Favourite Record Company
Greentrax Recordings Limited, now regarded by many as Scotland’s leading traditional music record company and one of the largest independents in the U.K. was launched in 1986 and continues to lead the way with wide-ranging releases, from the very traditional to the most contemporary. In addition to the Greentrax label, there is also the G2 label, Culburnie (licensed from Alasdair Fraser), The Scottish Tradition Series (from The School of Scottish Studies archives) and the budget-priced Celtic Collections Series. Grian Music is the publishing wing of Greentrax Recordings.

The current catalogue includes some 400 albums still available with more being added each year. In the current uncertain CD market a number of titles have regrettably been deleted. This Full Colour Catalogue and a Full Numerical Listing is maintained on our website – www.greentrax.com. The website is maintained on a weekly basis and includes special monthly bargain offers in addition to news and views.

In addition to the many albums of individual artists Greentrax has recorded and released, there have been many very special projects such as: ‘Gaelic Women’, ‘Scots Women’, ‘Scottish Women’, ‘Steele The Show’, ‘Bah! Humbug’, ‘Far, Far From Ypres’, ‘Flooers O’ The Forest’, ‘For Freedom Alone’, ‘The Eric Bogle Box Set’, ‘Guitar Music From Scotland’, ‘Scots in the Spanish Civil War’, the three ‘Tapestry’ albums (see catalogue) and much more.

The many awards bestowed on Greentrax Recordings and Ian Green personally include ‘The Hamish Henderson Award for Services to Traditional Music’, entry into ‘The Scottish Traditional Music Hall of Fame’, an Honorary Doctorate from the Royal Scottish Academy of Music and Drama plus, more recently (8th June, 2016) the prestigious Hands Up For Trad ‘Landmark Award’. Ian also received the ‘Local Business Hero Award’ from The Midlothian and East Lothian Chamber of Commerce in 2014. Greentrax artists have also received individual awards but too many to list here.

Ian Green’s autobiography, ‘Fuzz To Folk Trax of My Life’, published by Luath Press Ltd., Edinburgh, late in 2010, was ‘Book of the Month’ in the Scots Magazine for April, 2011. It was also selected as one of the books in the 2011 Scottish Libraries ‘Summer Reads’ promotion, being made immediately available in every Scottish library. Several five star reviews can be seen on the Amazon UK website under ‘Fuzz to Folk’, in their book section. Ian’s autobiography is available @ £10.00 including postage from Greentrax.

The very slimmed-down Greentrax ‘team’ currently consists of Elaine Sunter (accounts, royalties and sales) and Ian Green, the founder of the company and Managing Director, who shares sales with Elaine and deals with mail-outs in addition to his other duties. Regrettably, Ian’s wife and fellow director June Green, died in October, 2017. Ian and Greentrax received many messages of condolence from far and wide and there was a huge turnout at her funeral. Our long time warehouseman, Pat Clark, sadly also passed away some weeks before June. June and Ian also lost their wee friend Mhairi Bheg in February so 2017 was a very bad year all round. Ian wishes to thank all for their messages of sympathy relative to all these unhappy events.

Greentrax is well distributed throughout the U.K., in some territories abroad and recently signed a deal with MVD, USA. Mail order is welcomed and, since the demise of so many high street record chains, has become an integral part of the business, along with the many other mail order companies that have sprung up in recent years.

Ian Green – Managing Director.
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Music Video Distributors (MVD), USA.  
Email: forrest@mvd.cc  
Website: www.mvdentertainment.com  

* DENOTES A SPECIALIST DISTRIBUTOR
**Groups** : Traditional & Contemporary, Instrumental & Vocal

**BODEGA** under the counter cdtrax 325 : 2008

Winners of the BBC Radio 2 Young Folk Award competition of 2006, this is the follow-up album to “Bodega” (CDTRAX 295) released in 2006. This is an absolute cracker with a fine mix of instrumentals and songs in both Gaelic and Scots.

10 Tracks incl: Inward Chimney; The Stamping Ground; Drams; Tha Na H-uain Air An Tulaich; Lost Little Children and Missing Tramp

Also Available: cdtrax 295 bodega (2006)

Scotland On Sunday - These young players have oodles of musical technique.

**THE CAST** greengold cdtrax 319 : 2007

Mairi Campbell and Dave Francis, the Cast, are a multi-talented Scottish duo who have two previous albums on the Culburnie label. Mairi sings and plays fiddle and Dave plays guitar and adds backing vocals. The album is a collection of their own songs and compositions, two Burns’ songs and one traditional song. A lovely gentle album.

11 tracks incl: Smile or Cry; Deirdre’s Song; The lea-rig; Young Betty; There is a light and Song for Cove. The Day Dawn, A Red, Red Rose, Higher Germany.

Live Ireland – Highly recommended.

**CEOLBEG** collected cdtrax 374 : 2013

A compilation of some of the best tracks from Ceolbeg's five albums, including their first (not on Greentrax). The album is dedicated to Peter Boond, the Band’s founder member who died in 2013. Probably the finest instrumental and vocal band to sign for Greentrax.

16 Tracks incl: Farewell Tae The Haven; See The People Run; Johnnie Cope; Zito The Bubbleman; The Sleeping Tune; The Gaberlunzie Man; Willie Wastle; Cairn Water; To Each and Every One Of You; Return of The Bunny and more


Evening News – Sheer musical ability.

**COLCANNON** journeys cdtrax 282 : 2005

An Australian band, their instrumental arrangements are powerful, as they are musical and vocal depth is an attribute that any band would be proud to posses.

Tracks: Judas Trap, The Border, Carry Me Away, My Only Son, Tinto, The Island, Stand Up, Down The Track, Find The Cost Of Freedom, Torn Screen Door, Bless This House, Let The River Run


Scottish Magazine - Strong vocals and intricate instrumentals

**THE COTTARS** on fire cdtrax 281 : 2005

The Cottars have become Cape Breton Island’s latest musical success story. The second album from the 2003 and 2005 E.C.M.A. winners.

Tracks incl: Calling on song, Bodhran/Fiddle Medley, Loch Tay Boat Song, Planxty Mira Medley, Cape Breton Lullaby, Boholla Medley, plus the sensational Ready for the Storm and many more.

Also Available: cdtrax 251 mad e in cape breton (2003)

UK & Europe only from Greentrax.

Scots Magazine - An already impressive track record.
DEAF SHEPHERD  synergy  cdtrax 143 : 1997

Excellent band established amongst Scotland’s leading exponents in the field of traditional and Celtic influenced music.


Also Available: cdtrax 104 ae spark o’ nature’s fire. (1996)

THE EASY CLUB  same title  cdtrax 205 : 2001

This is the CD re-release of the crucial first album by the legendary Scots band The Easy Club, released on vinyl in 1984 and unavailable for many years. The musical adventures of The Easy Club, fusing Scots folk with jazz, swing, and rhythms from everywhere, were years ahead of their time and with a superb line-up of Jack Evans (guitar); John Martin (fiddle); Rod Paterson (vocals & guitar); Jim Sutherland (cittern, bodhran & percussion), The Easy Club remain unsurpassed in their musicianship and inventiveness.


LIVING TRADITION: Remains fresh and relevant for years to come.

FIDDLERS BID  naked and bare  cdtrax 277 : 2005

This is Fiddlers’ Bid’s 4th album (3rd on Greentrax) and it’s a sizzler! We at Greentrax consider this to be their best album to date. Fronted by Chris Stout, the band play music from Shetland and beyond in a fascinating and exciting style.

Tracks Incl : Naked and Bare, White Wife, troila Knowe, Waltz from Orsa, Fezek’a’s, Jim Craig’s Set, Christchurch Cathedral, Seven Step Polka, Da kirk Stack, Faroe Tune

Also Available: cdtrax 167 hamnataing (1998)

FIDDLERS BID  naked and bare  cdtrax 218 da farder ben da welcomer (2001)

Inverness Courier - “By turns joyful, stately, melancholic and toe-tappingly good fun”.

THE FINLAY MacDONALD BAND  re-echo  cdtrax 299 : 2007

The Finlay MacDonald Band consists of Finlay MacDonald (pipes and whistles); Chris Stout (fiddle); Kevin MacKenzie (guitar); Fergus MacKenzie (drums); John Speirs (bass). First album on Greentrax. The Band is hugely exciting and on up-tempo tunes they bring the house down. Extremely gifted musicians.

9 Tracks Incl: The Old Man Dancing, Back To Bergamo, Armstrongs, Funky, Breton Set, Elav The Terrible, Bulgarian Set, Abdul’s & Ud The Duduck.

Joe Ross – This young band has the potential for true greatness.
**GIVEWAY** lost in this song  cdtrax 332 : 2009

Third album from the four young and hugely talented Johnson sisters from near Edinburgh. The first two albums received amazing reviews and the band is now hugely popular in the UK, Europe and USA. Produced again by Phil Cunningham (of Aly Bain and Phil Cunningham fame) who is also a huge fan of the band.

10 Tracks:- Lost in The Song; Flipperfoot The Mugger; Western Highway; Zander The Salamander; The Water is Wide; This One’s On You; Violets; The Poaching Song; Beginning Set; Lofty’s


Froots - Slickly produced, performed and packaged.

**GORDON GUNN BAND** shoreside  cdtrax 204 : 2000

The Gordon Gunn Band consists of Gordon Gunn (fiddle), Phil Anderson (guitar, bass, percussion & keyboards); Billy Peace (keyboards, accordion & percussion). The trio’s background is from the Scottish and Country band scenes and each Band member has a wide variety of experience. Gordon began his musical career playing with Addie Harper and the Wick Fiddlers and met Phil and Billy through playing in the Ruby Rendell Band in the ‘80’s. Gordon is an amazing fiddle player - he has remarkable technique and plays with great style. He is influenced by Scottish, Jazz and Country music.

Tracks:- Mulvill’s Set; J.D. Peace of Shoreside Set; Montgomery Bell Waltz Set; The ‘French’ Set; Orkney; Derrane’s Reel Set; Castlebay Scrap; Return to the Brandy Wine; The Barrowburn Reel Set; Slow Air For Margaret; Hogties Reel Set; Nancy Finlayson; Donald MacLean’s Jig Set; The Fair Dancer Reel Set.

BBC SCOTLAND : Best of it’s kind in the year 2000.

**JOCK TAMSON’S BAIRNS** rare  cdtrax 266 : 2005

In their hands instruments are played with character and freshness. Their playing is a benchmark for younger aspiring players and in Rod Paterson and John Croall they have two great song interpreters.

12 Tracks including :- Blythe, Blythe & Merry Was She, Embro Set, Fause Knicht On The Road, Mull Rant/ Castle Stalker, Soor Milk Cairt, Iona Song, Bonnie Earl O Moray & More.

Also Available: cdtrax 112 a’ jock tamson’s bairns (1996)

  cdtrax 206 may ye never lack a scone (2001)

RAMBLES - A rare treat of excellent songs and tunes to delight Scots and everyone else.

**KILMARNOCK EDITION** pay it forward  cdtrax 370 : 2012

The Band members came together in the ‘Burnsong International Songhouse of 2009’ and have since been collaborating on developing a new and exciting genre of Scotish music. All six members are well known in their own right. An array of delicious voices and infectious tunes.

Tracks Incl: Pay It Forward; Find Your Smile; Women o’ The Earth; Bocsa Beag Dhubh, How Can We Live?; Isabella and more.

PRESS COMMENT - An array of delicious voices and infectious tunes’.

**MAC UMBA** bruhuhaho  cdtrax 161 : 1999

Merging elements of Brazilian & Caribbean rhythms with Scottish and other melodies, played on bagpipes and South American drums and percussion. Another Greentrax ‘best-seller’. The first album (‘Don’t Hold Your Breath’) was a huge success!

10 Tracks : Glenmalambo, Gale Warning, Asa Branca,Gordon’s, Springtime Cha Cha , Brenda’s, Jamie’s Request Dinky’s, Mildew Mayhem, Steam Train.

Also Available:  cdtrax 113 – don’t hold your breath (1996)

ROCK’N’ REEL: An exhilarating & challenging CD.
MALINKY flower and iron cdtrax 330 : 2008

One of Scotland’s finest song and instrumental bands. A fourth album for Greentrax and it clearly illustrates Malinky’s vocal strengths and also shows a remarkable depth of strength instrumentally. A very highly recommended album.

12 tracks incl : Pad The Road Wi Me; The Broomfield Hill; When Margaret Was Eleven; Cows and Cottongrass; Dark Horse On The Wind; The Shipyard Apprentice.

Also Available: cdtrax 190 last leaves (2000) • cdtrax 276 the unseen hours (2005)

Boston Globe - May be the finest Scottish band since Silly Wizard.

THE McCALMANS the greentrax years cdtrax 350 : 2010

This compilation has been specially selected by ‘The Macs’ and MD Ian Green from the many albums the band has recorded for the label. The selection clearly indicates the huge repertoire of the group, plus their song-writing strength.

The McCalmans retired as a group at the end of 2010 after 45 years on the road. They were one of the most successful and loyal groups on the Greentrax books. This is a double CD for the price of one.

46 Tracks Incl: Isle of Eigg; Farewell to The Haven; Coming Home; Twa Recruitin’ Sergeants; Both Sides The Tweed, Festival Lights; Rolling Hills of The Borders; Wrecked Again; Back of The Aisler; Scotland; Keepers; The Highland Road, The 12 Folk Days of Christmas


NORTH CREGG the roseland barn dance cdtrax 308 : 2007

Top Irish band from County Cork who have an enviable reputation for exciting performances. This is being hailed as their best album to date.

Tracks incl: Sliabh Luachra Polkas; The Dark Eyed Sailor; Barbara Allen; The Humours of Ballydesmond; Earl Mitten’s; Crehan’s Reels.

Also Available: cdtrax 250 Summer At My Feet (2003)

Earle Hitchner – Their tastiest and most fulfilling album to date.

THE PAUL MCKENNA BAND elements cdtrax 373 : 2011

Combining their love for traditional music as well as original songs and tunes, The Band has been playing to audiences throughout the UK, Europe and the USA where they are making a big impression. The Band won the ‘Up and Coming Artist of The Year’ at the Scots Trad Awards in 2009. One reviewer described the Band as ‘The best band of their generation’

Tracks Include: Lonely Man; Mickey Dam; Indiana; Ruins By The Shore; Michael Hayes; Cold Missouri Waters; Take Your Time and more.

Also Available: cdtrax 333 between two worlds (2009) • cdtrax 359 stem the tide (2011)

The Living Tradition: The best band of their generation.

PEATBOG FAERIES mellowosity cdtrax 124 : 1996

Based on the Isle of Skye, the Peatbog Faeries released their debut album, “Mellowosity” (CDTRAX 124) in 1996 to high critical acclaim. Sue Wilson of The Scotsman newspaper wrote “Powerful melodies are dextrously pumped out with a smart degree of techno attitude, while cross-rhythms ricochet over a heavy bass that hits you forcefully like a massive heart beat. Reggae, dub and soca rhythms all play their part with a lot of gorgeously undulating modal melodies from Macedonia and further.” This is high octane Celtic dance music.

9 Tracks Incl:- Lexy Macaskill; Eiggman; The Manali Beatle; Dancing Feet; Maid of Mount Cisco, Mellowosity.
**THE POOZIES** changed days, same roots cdtrax 249 : 2003

The Poozies have enjoyed great success wherever they have travelled. This is due largely to the spirit of joy in their music. The lineup on this album was Patsy Seddon, Mairead Green, Eilidh Shaw and Mart MacMaster.

11 tracks: Tam, Sunny, The Great Debate, All I Want, Augustus Gloop, Rosa, Daniel’s Potatoes, Gertrude and Paddy.

Also Available: yellow like sunshine cdtrax 342 : 2009

Scots Magazine - Adventurous & thoroughly enjoyable.

---

**RUA** break it up cdtrax 364 : 2012

The Band won the ‘Up and Coming Artist Award’ at the 2011 Scots Trad Awards.

This five-piece band combines the passions and influences of some of Scotland’s most exciting young musicians and features two BBC Radio Scotland ‘Young Traditional Musician of The Year’ finalists and an all-Ireland Bodhran champion.

Tracks include: The New Yorker; Mary; Sorley’s; Breal It Up; Elliott’s; Allegory; Viva and more.

Press Comment: Simon Thoumire: The hottest new band on the Scottish scene right now.

---

**SANGSTERS** sharp and sweet cdtrax 207 : 2000

In 1993 Greentrax Recordings released Sangsters “Begin” (CDTRAX 065), an album of traditional ballads and contemporary songs. Since the release of that album, Anne Combe, M.B.E., Fiona Forbes and Scott Murray, all excellent solo singers in their own right, have been joined by John Blackwood, another fine singer and instrumentalist. The album consists of 20 songs and over 60 minutes playing time.

Tracks incl: The Fause Bride; My Bonnie Mary; Willie Brewed a Peck o’ Maut; Beware o’ Bonnie Ann; O’ That I Had Ne’er Been Married; Lover’s Heart; Lassie Think Lang; Refuse and Perfume; The Mill, Mill O’; Wert Thou In the Cauld Blast.

Also Available: cdtrax 065 begin (1993)

*FROOTS*: The close harmony work can stop you dead in your tracks

---

**SHOOGLENIFTY** venus in tweeds cdtrax 076 : 1994

This is a band who transcend categories and genres, who sample the music from past and present and stir together in a loud, proud mix that’s taking them into a very bright future.

10 TracksIncl: The Pipe Tunes, Horace, The Point Road, Venus in Tweeds, Waiting for Conrad, Two Fifty to Vigo, Paranoia, Buying a Blanket, The Tammienorrie, The Point Road (Joiner’s Mix)


*DIRTY LINEN*:

This is the recording of your dreams; intelligently mixed, energetic and precise.

---

**SILEAS** play on light cdtrax 118 : 1996

Sileas duo Patsy Seddon and Mary MacMaster are widely known as harp players and singers, and also for their work with The Poozies, Clan Alba and Caledon.

13 tracks: Buain A’Choire, May Colvin, Cumha Easbuig Earragheadheal, Laill Leathag, Cameron MacFadyen /… Mo Dhomhnulain Fhèin, Planyt Crockery / Domhnall Dubh, Pì Li Li Lin / Dr Florence Campbell of Jammalamadugu /…, The Castlebay Scrap / Stuarts Rant, Ain’t No Sunshine / The Flawless Juggler, Miss Ann Cameron of Balvenie /…

*AMBIENCE, AUSTRALIA*: An excellent recording.

This album cannot be supplied by Greentrax to Germany, Austria and Switzerland.
Jeana Leslie & Siobhan Miller *shadows tall* cdtrax 352 : 2010

Two talented young singers and musicians who are recognised as shining new stars on the Scottish music scene. Both have lovely natural voices which blend beautifully. Previous winners of the BBC Radio 2 ‘Young Folk Awards’ and The Scots Trad Awards ‘Up and Coming Artists of The Year’ in 2008.

Also Available: cdtrax 324 in a breeze (2009)

Nick Rossiter: *Here is another excellent exposition of the best in Scottish music and song from a pair of accomplished performers*

**WHISTLEBINKIES** *albannach* cdtrax 288 : 2006

A major leading force in Scottish traditional music, The Whistlebinkies line-up is percussion, fiddles, concertina, clarsach, pipes and vocals. Tracks include The Albannach; Farewell to St. Kilda; The Loch Ness Monster and Wendell’s Wedding.

13 tracks Incl: Ceilidh Lines, Coronach, On The High Road to Linton & Captain Celtic The Albannach; Farewell to St. Kilda; The Loch Ness Monster and Wendell’s Wedding.

Also Available: cdtrax 095 a wanton fling. (1996) • cdtrax 159 timber, timbre (1999)

The Living Tradition: The musicianship and control is certainly impressive.

**FRASER & IAN BRUCE** *the best of mrs bruce’s boys’* cdtrax385 : 2015

Fraser and Ian enjoyed an extremely successful period between the years 1980 and 1986, playing festivals and folk clubs throughout the UK and abroad. Fraser and Ian got together again in 2015 and invited Greentrax to release a compilation of tracks from their three albums of the 80’s plus live tracks recorded especially for this album, which is a cracker.

16 tracks Incl: King’s Shilling, Farewell to The Gold (stunning song), Rise Up Jock, Broken Down Squatter, Down Where The Drunkards Roll, Grey Funnel Line, Edinburgh, Nostradamus.

Living Tradition: …excellent compilation…come close to replicating a folk-club set.

**McCALMANS** *lost tracks* cdtrax393 : 2016

Previously unreleased tracks collected from various sources – i.e. old tapes, cassettes, video etc. Tracks that never found their way on to any of the McCalmans’ albums and includes tracks by all three of the McCalmans’ line-ups.

19 tracks: 19 Tracks Incl.: Cold Night in This Old Town; Wild Mountain Thyme; Lowlands Away; Bonnyrig Banker; The Road and THENe Miles Tae DUnebee; Greenland Whale Fisheries; The Hug Song; Plooman Laddies (With Barbara Dickson); Caledonia.

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CDTRAX</th>
<th>YEAR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 193</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 136</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 175</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 223</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 087</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 057</td>
<td>1992</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 103</td>
<td>1995</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 079</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 230</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 074</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 301</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 219</td>
<td>2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 177</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ctdrax 201</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BURACH**

**CANTYCHIELS**

**DRINKERS DROUTH WITH DAVY STEELE**

**HIGHLAND CONNECTION**

**RANKIN FILE**

**RUA**

**SMALLTALK**

**STAIRHEID GOSSIP**

**STRAVAIG**

**SHOORMAL**

**SLAINTE MHATH**

**THE JOHN WRIGHT BAND**
ALISTAIR OGILVY  leaves sea green  cdtrax 365 : 2011

Winner of the Traditional Music and Song Association’s “Young Singer of Merit Award”, the Scotsman described Alastair: Wonderfully characterful, minutely nuanced Scots singing.

Tracks Incl. Girl From The North Country; Where Are You Tonight I Wonder; Bonnie Ship The Diamond; Crowdie/Wantoness; Willie’s Fatal Visit; The Kirkwall Light and more.

Folkworld – His singing has a lot of depth and is steeped in the Scottish tradition... the tradition is in safe hands.

BARBARA DICKSON  to each and everyone  cdtrax 378 : 2013

Barbara Dickson is a multi-million recording artist with an equally impressive Olivier Award winning acting career. In 2011 Barbara joined the Greentrax label and released ‘Words Unspoken’ and 2013 saw the release of her Gerry Rafferty tribute album.

Tracks Incl. Baker Street; Family Tree; As Wise as a Serpent; Steamboat Row; Mary Skeffington, To Each and Everyone; The Ark and more

Also Available : cdtrax 353 words unspoken (2008)

The Scotsman - A real labour of love, she sings with poise and warmth.
**BRIAN MCNEILL**  **the road never questions**  cdtrax 360 : 2011

A compilation of tracks chosen by Brian from all his solo albums, recorded while he was a member of The Battlefield Band and since. It also includes selections from his time with Tom McDonagh and also Iain Macintosh, plus a track with RSAMD students. These are Brian’s personal favourites for one reason or another. Brian is of course a hugely talented multi-instrumentalist, singer, songwriter, producer and author. He is also a human dynamo!

18 Tracks Incl. *The Condolences Set, Jamie Come Try Me, The Heron, Strong Women Rule Us All, Jamie Come Try Me, Mrs. Crotty’s Reel Set, Beautiful Dreamer, Ewan and The Gold, Miss Michison Regrets, Miss Hamilton, The Heroes’ Reel.*

Also Available: cdtrax 047 the back o’ the north wind (1991) • cdtrax 098 no gods (1995) • cdtrax 341 the baltic tae byzantium (2009) NOT AVAILABLE FOR NORTH AMERICA, GERMANY OR AUSTRIA FROM GREENTRAX.

Spectrum Radio - Resulting in a very impressive and enjoyable collection from Brian’s incredible output.

---

**DAVID FRANCEY**  **so say we all**  cdtrax 377: 2013

This is the third David Francey album to be released in the UK and Europe by Greentrax. We think it is his best. David is a Scot who now lives in Canada where he has won numerous awards for his albums. He has a straightforward way with his songs which tell stories of real people and places.

Tracks Incl: *Rain; Cheap Motel; Harm; Pandora; Weather Vane; Satellite; American Blues; A Star Above; Ordinary Man; So Say We All and more.*


FRoots – Replete with enduring, well-crafted songs spanning ten years of creative endeavour.

---

**DICK GAUGHAN**  **gaughan live at the trades club**  cdtrax 322 : 2008

Dick Gaughan remains one of the most highly respected folk singers in the United Kingdom. This album is just Dick and his guitar in front of a capacity audience doing what Dick does so well on so many nights of the year, performing songs he loves and playing guitar tunes in his own inimitable style – this is “Gaughan Live! At The Trades Club.”

14 tracks:  *What You Do With What You’ve Got; No Gods and Precious Few Heroes; Thomas Muir of Huntershill; Outlaws and Dreamers and Tom Paine’s Bone*


Folk Roots – A truly masterful performer.

---

**DONNIE MUNRO**  **an turas - the journey**  cdtrax 323 : 2008

The ex-Runrig frontman recorded this ‘live’ album at Celtic Connections 2008 with The Donnie Munro Band and special guests. This is a stunning ‘live’ album & is a wonderful addition to Donnie’s “Heart of America” Greentrax album (CDTRAX 291) of 2006.

15 Tracks Incl: *Dance Called America; Strangers To The Pine; The Cutter; Chi Min Tir; Heart of America and Fields of the Young.*

Also Available: cdtrax 291 heart of america - across the great divide (2007)

Mike Wilson - This is a moving piece of work.

---

**ERIC BOGLE**  **singing the spirit home**  cdtrax 4001B : 2005

Eric Bogle singer/songwriter extraordinary is one of the most prolific songwriters around and his songs have been recorded many times by other artists. This 5 CD Box Set represents Eric’s most requested songs plus some if his own personal favourites and some not previously released. A total of 50 songs including all his ‘big’ones.

Scots Trad Awards “Hall of Fame”.


NOT FOR AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND FROM GREENTRAX
Singers & Songwriters

**LYNN MORRISON** “cave of gold” – “celtic lullabies” cdtrax 212 : 2001

This enchanting collection of lullabies drifts through mists of story, dream and myth to a sleepy, timeless land where almost anything seems possible: including fairies casting spells and the spirit-voice of a mother coming back to protect her children. LYNN MORRISON (Ex-The Iron Horse) weaves many forgotten strands of ancient Celtic sleep-songs with more familiar melodies - the natural rhythms and magical melodies form a warm blanket of sound!

Tracks : Dream Angus; Cradle Spell of Dunvegan; A Nighean nan Geug Taladh; Hush, Hush; Dean Cadalan; The Bressay Lullaby; Cave of Gold; Finn’s Song; Christ Child’s Lullaby; Cronan; The Silver Wood; The Mermaid’s Song; A Phiutrag’s A Phiuthar.

Folk On Tap : The entire effect is quite exquisite.

**ALAN BELL** the cocklers - songs from a time and place cdtrax 394 : 2017

A veteran singer/songwriter from North-West England and best known for his ‘Windmills’ and ‘Bread and Fishes’. Former member of The Blackpool Taverners.


Also Available : CDTRAX285 The Definitive Collection (Best Of) 2005.

**JEAN REDPATH, M.B.E. With Abbey newton**

“will ye no come back again - the songs of the lady nairne” cdtrax 334 : 2008

This is a re-release of Jean’s 1986 album released by Rounder Records but never readily available in the U.K. Jean plays guitar and is accompanied by Abby Newton (cello) and David Gusakov (fiddle) as she explores the songs of Lady Nairne (Carolina Oliphant). Released in celebration of the “Scottish Year of Homecoming”.

14 Tracks Inc: The Auld Hoose; Strathearn; The Lammie; Lament of The Covenanters’ Widow; Lass of Livingstane; Will Ye No Come Back Again?; The Lass o’ Gowrie; The Rowan Tree; Caller Herrin’

Also Available : cdtrax 208 summer of my dreams (2000)

Living tradition - The great soaring voice of Ms Redpath

Only Available to U.K. Eire, Europe, New Zealand & Australia from Greentrax.

**JIM REID** yont the tay cdtrax 272 : 2005

Jim was regarded as one of Scotland's best singers with a sensitive natural voice in a soft Angus accent with a lovely resonance. 2005 winner of the Scot Trad Awards for ‘Best Traditional Singer’. Sadly Jim passed away in 2009 – a great loss.

Tracks Inc.: Daft Donal, Cairn O Mount, Sodger’s Cairn, Bonnie Joann, The Freedom Come All Ye, Wild Geese, Sleepytoun, Bonnie Moorhen, Up The Noran Water, Mormond Breas, Baron O Brackley & Harlaw

The Scotsman: Sensitive, intensely humane, with a unique and lovely resonance.

**ERIC BOGLE & JOHN MUNRO voices** cdtrax391 : 2016

Another amazing collection of eight songs from Eric Bogle, probably one of the greatest songwriters of the past several decades, plus two from long-time touring buddy John Munro, one from Peter Titchener, who produced the album, plus one more written by one Simon Wilkins as a tribute to his nephew Billy Spencer who died at a young age. It is of course Eric who wrote the classic ‘No Man’s Land’ plus ‘And the Band Played Waltzing Matilda’.

12 Tracks Inc. A Fork In The Road, Once Upon A Time, The Best of Times, When I’m Dead, First The Children, Heartland, Ballad For Billy, Voices.

Also Available: the emigrant & the exile cdtrax 121 (1996) • a toss of the coin cdtrax375 (2013)

CD TRAX 375 & 397 NOT FOR AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND FROM GREENTRAX.

Eric was voted No. 1 and 5 in a National Newspaper ‘Celebrity Top 50 Songs Poll’.
**MICK WEST**  *sark o’ sna*w  cdtrax 344 : 2009

One of Scotland’s great voices, Mick has been around the scene for some years and is in demand both in Scotland and further afield. Mick sings mainly traditional songs and on this album he has selected some stunners. Included in this collection is the popular Norwegian song Kringsgatt av Flen der (Face the Foe) and the recording received much play in Norway. The album was produced by Fraser Fifield who assembled some serious talent to back Mick’s

11 Tracks Incl : Kelvin’s Purlin Streams, Gairdner Chiel, My Last Farewell Tae Stirling, Chylde Owlett, When a Man is in Love, The Rambling Sailor, Tail Toddle, The Well Below The Valley, Bloody Waterloo.

**ROBIN LAING**  *whisky for breakfast*  cdtrax 361 : 2011

Robin’s 4th album on the subject of Scotch whisky. He is now regarded as the ‘whisky bard’ of Scotland. In addition to the albums Robin has also published books on the subject. Robin has written many songs on other subjects and in fact wrote the award-winning ‘Forth Bridge Song’ amongst others.


**SHEENA WELLINGTON**  *namely fare*  cdtrax 240 : 2003

Sheena has travelled far and wide singing traditional and other Scottish songs. She was invited to sing the Robert Burn’s classic “A Man’s A Man” at the opening of the new Scottish Parliament and V.I.P. guests, including Her Majesty The Queen. Sheena’s stunning performance was recorded and subsequently televised worldwide. It is included here.

Tracks: Ae Fond Kiss, The Laird o Cockpen, Bonnie Susie Clelland, Ye Banks and Braes, Partans in the Creel, Now Westlin Winds, Granny’s Warning, My Son David, Whaur Dae Ye Lie, Parcel o Rogues, A Man’s a Man.

Also Available: cdtrax 094 strong women (1995)

**STEVIE PALMER**  *heartprint shadow*  cdtrax 347 : 2010

A songwriter of great talent whose story so far has been of high achievement and steady progress. Selected as ‘Burnsong’ winner in 2007 a song written during this period, named Black Is The Sun came to the attention of Greentrax and was subsequently included on the compilation album “Far, Far From Ypres” (CDTRAX1418). This album resulted and it is a collection of Stevie’s own songs.


Scotland On Sunday - An absorbing album that’s both heartfelt and warming.

**STEVE BYRNE**  *songs from home*  cdtrax 275 : 2006

Member of the award-winning band Malinky, Steve Byrne’s first solo album features songs from his birthplace in Angus. A fine singer and instrumentalist.

14 Tracks incl: The Ither Lass; I Rue The Day She Gaed Awa; Howe o’ The Mears; Leavin’ Angus in The Mornin, The Bonnie Lass o’ Carnie, Hogmany, The sang.

Sheena Wellington: Absolutely beautiful - great songs and tasteful arrangements.
SYLVIA BARNES  *the colour of amber*  cdtrax 314 : 2007

Sylvia is a past member of Kentigern and the Battlefield Band and has sung as a duo with her late husband Jim Barnes. This is an exceptional album. Sheena Wellington – The voice is something special, true, warm, richly expressive and with that natural traditional Scots edge.

Winner of the “Scots Singer of the Year” at the Scots Trad Awards 2006.

11 Tracks Incl, Soo Sewin’ Silk, Baltic Street, Fair Annie, The Turn of The Road, Glasgow Lassie, Lonely Waterloo, The Colour of Amber, The End O’t, Prince Heathen, Todlen Hame.

**Scotland on Sunday:** A superb Scots singing style… the ballads take centre stage.

DAVID FRANCEY  *so saywe all*  cdtrax 377 : 2013

Born in Scotland, David Francey now lives in Canada where he has been writing and recording his own songs for over 15 years. He has recorded 10 albums to date and is a highly acclaimed Canadian touring artist who is gradually getting known in the UK and Europe.

Tracks Incl, Rain, Cheap Motel, Harm, Weather Vane, Satellite, American Blues, and So Say We All.

**Also Available:** CDTRAX366 David Francey ‘Late Edition’ – CDTRAX367 ‘The First Set – Live’. Both 2012

NICK KEIR  1953 - 2013  cdtrax 397 : 2018

‘A Double Album Reflecting The Talents of Nick Keir’  
A double CD of 37 tracks for the price of one CD. Tracks selected from Nick’s solo albums and McCalmans’ albums.

Tracks Incl, Festival Lights; Portnahaven; All Over This Town; Applecross Bay; The Bonny Maid of Fife; Envy The Wind; It’s a Lie; Cold Night in This Old Town; Corryvreckan Calling; East Lothian Sky; Far Down The Line; Song of The Plough; The Heron; Ainster Harbour; Loves The Rising Sun, White Horses etc.

A.C. WEIR  *this has been me since yesterday*  cdtrax 379 : 2018

12 songs all written by Alex Weir over several decades and finally recorded in a studio when he was 76 years of age! The feedback on this album has been ‘brilliant’ from every source.

Tracks Incl, Aberfan; Who Wrote The 12-Bar Blues; The Velvet Path To Glory; Thoughts From a Trench; Going Back TO Georgia; My Ship is Sailing Tomorrow; Back TO The South; Hiroshima; Louisiana Lad; Ah Wis Like That; People Cannot Choose; Walk a Mile in His Shoes.

DUNCAN McCORNE  *land of gold*  cdtrax 398 : 2018

Ex-member of The Clydesiders and other bands, this is Duncan’s fourth solo album but first on Greentrax. A collection of contemporary songs by Duncan and long time partner Cy Jack plus other songwriters such as Eric Bogle.

Tracks Incl, Land of Gold; If Wishes Were Fishes; Rub, Run, Run; Honeymoon Bridge; The First Time Ever I saw Your Face; The Pioneers; My Eldorado; Resurrection Road; Magic Shadow Show; Harbour Wall; My Old Man; The Song of The Skylark; The Surf and The Silver Fishes.
## ALSO AVAILABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Catalogue Number</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>AILEEN CARR</strong></td>
<td>green yarrow</td>
<td>cdtrax 173</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALISON McMORLAND &amp; GEORDIE McIntyre</strong></td>
<td>white wings</td>
<td>cdtrax 306</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANNIE GRACE</strong></td>
<td>take me out drinking tonight</td>
<td>cdtrax 256</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BILLY ROSS</strong></td>
<td>shore street</td>
<td>cdtrax 198</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CIARAN DORRIS</strong></td>
<td>home</td>
<td>cdtrax 354</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DAVIE ROBERTSON</strong></td>
<td>star o’ the bar</td>
<td>cdtrax 254</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EWAN ROBERTSON</strong></td>
<td>some kind of certainty</td>
<td>cdtrax 328 :</td>
<td>2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GILL BOWMAN</strong></td>
<td>perfect lover</td>
<td>cdtrax 081</td>
<td>1994</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GORDEANNA McCULLOCH</strong></td>
<td>in freenship's name</td>
<td>cdtrax/cdtrax 123</td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of Scotland's great traditional voices singing her favourite songs, accompanied by Billy Jackson, Stuart Morison, Charlie Soane, Dougie Pincock & Brian Miller.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Artist</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Catalogue Number</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>IAIN RANKIN</strong></td>
<td>Country Style Singer/Songwriter out of nowhere</td>
<td>cdtrax 069</td>
<td>1993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JACK BECK</strong></td>
<td>O lassie, lassie re-release</td>
<td>cdtrax 027</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHN MUNRO</strong></td>
<td>plying my trade</td>
<td>cdtrax 312</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JOHN WRIGHT</strong></td>
<td>a few short lines</td>
<td>cdtrax 194</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>KEVIN MITCHELL</strong></td>
<td>I sang that sweet refrain</td>
<td>cdtrax 108</td>
<td>1996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARY KATHLEEN BURKE</strong></td>
<td>a song in her heart</td>
<td>cdtrax 321</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROD PATERSON</strong></td>
<td>up to date</td>
<td>cdtrax 197</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ROSS KENNEDY</strong></td>
<td>scottish voice &amp; acoustic guitar</td>
<td>cdtrax 317</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARK DUNLOP</strong></td>
<td>islands o the moon</td>
<td>cdtrax 307</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
BRIAN McNEILL to answer the peacock cdtrax 170 : 1999
Long-overdue fiddle album from this talented multi-instrumentalist, composer, songwriter, author, producer and long-time member of Battlefield Band. Superb playing and great tunes.
See also singers/songwriters.

CATRIONA McKay & CHRIS STOUT laebrack cdtrax 278 : 2005
Catziona and Chris are members of the thrilling seven-piece Shetland band Fiddler’s Bid. Laebrack features Catriona on the Scottish harp and Chris on fiddle and viola, creating an excellent blend of traditional Shetland tunes and modern compositions, emphasising the all-round talents of this remarkable duo. The album was recorded at Castle Sound Studios and was produced by Catriona and Chris. The album is bold and at the cutting edge of traditional music in the 21st Century.

CHRIS STOUT devils advocate cdtrax 305 : 2007
Chris Stout is a member of top Shetland band Fiddlers’ Bid. He is a unique talent and his first album – First O’ The Darknin’ CDTRAX 257 was nominated for both the BBC Folk on Two and The Scots Trad Awards of 2004. The Quintet consists of Chris (fiddle), Catriona McKay (harp & piano), Fraser Fifield (saxophone), Malcolm Stitt (guitar) & Neil Harland (double bass). A powerful combination of technical expertise & sheer musicianship, taking their music to exciting new levels of innovation.
Tracks Incl: Devil’s Advocate; Bambdansarna; Auld Swaara; Phil’s Tune; The Aith Rant; Fisherman’s Prayer; The Sheriff; Nanny and Andrew; Dyrnōst.

GABE McVARISH eclection cdtrax 348 : 2010
First solo album of this fine fiddle player who is a member of the Gaelic supergroup Daimh. Some of the best musicians in the business play on the album and it is quite a stunning debut. Includes a tribute to the late, great Gordon Duncan. Surrounds himself with a host of excellent musicians from Scotland. Gabe, originally from California, is influenced by the Cape Breton and Irish styles, while now steeped in the Gaelic and West Highland traditions.
A cracker!
12 Tracks Incl. March, Strathspey and Reel, New Jigs and Reels, All The Capers, Polkas, Donegal Highlands, Reels, Gordon Duncan Tribute.

HECTOR MacANDREW legend of the scottish fiddle cdtrax 335 : 2009
The late, great Hector MacAndrew was described as “A man who devoted a lifetime to the art and who, by his magnificent playing, inspired so many others who play the fiddle in the Scottish style.”
16 Tracks Incl: Atholl Highlanders March to Loch Katrine Set; Eugene Stratton; Lament on Death of 2nd Wife; Loch Tummel Side Set; Lady Ann Hope’s Favourite; Bras o’ Mar Set; Stirlingshire Militia Set; Greig’s Strathspey; Master Francis Sitwell Set; John McFadyen of Melfort Set; Mar Castle Set.
The Scotsman – Essential listening.
**IAN HARDIE**  *a breath of fresh airs*  cdtrax 001 : 1986

The very first album released by Greentrax in 1986, re-released in celebration of the Greentrax 25th Anniversary.

A collection of tunes composed and played by the late Ian Hardie who was a prolific composer and a multi-instrumentalist

**11 Tracks :**  
Cheviot Blast Set, The Junction Hoold Set; Catch a Penny Fox Set, The Old Bean Waltz and more, plus a Bonus Track: Glen Isla (with Isla St Clair) and the Green Ruby Waltz.

**Also Available :**  cdtrax 049  *a breath of fresher airs*  (1992)

**THE SCOTSMAN :**  *An inspired Ian Hardie.*

---

**JAMES ROSS**  *james ross*  cdtrax 284: 2007

This debut album features James playing mainly traditional tunes on the Bosendorfer piano. James is a unique artist and a brilliant pianist. Produced by Brian McNeil.

**12 Tracks Incl:**  
Roslin Castle; Sitting in the Stern of a Boat; The Haggis; Flowers O’The Forest, The Hurricane, Roslin Castle, The Duke of Fife, Whistle O’er The Lave O’t.

Rambles –  *This album delights from start to finish,*

---

**KEVIN MACLEOD & ALEC FINN**  *dorney rock*  cdtrax 302: 2007

Scots mandolinist Kevin MacLeod, features a lively collection of Scottish and Irish traditional music. He is joined by Ireland’s legendary bouzouki player Alec Finn, Orcadian guitar supremo Kris Drever and Luke Plumb, the Tasmanian mandolin and bouzouki dynamo

**14 tracks Incl:**  
Irish Jigs; Western Waltzes, Pavane, Heights of Casino, Cancion Mexico, The Ladies’ Jigs, Shetland Reels.

**Also Available :**  cdtrax 178  *springwell*  (1996) With Alec Finn and Frankie Gavin.  •  cdtrax 239  *polbain to oranmore*  (2002)

**Simon Mayor –**  *A rare fluency on the mandolin.*

---

**MIKE VASS AND DAVE WOOD**  *wait what?*  cdtrax 349 : 2010

Both ex-members of the Scottish band Malinky, Mike Vass plays fiddle and Dave Wood plays guitar and bouzouki. Both are masters of their respective instruments and the album showcases their talents.

**9 Tracks:**  
Wee Billy, Covering Ground, 42 Beech Avenue, 3 Steps, Hills of Donegal, Gion, Òs, The Sutherland Set, Walking Life, March.

**Folkworld -**  *Exceptional control, enchanting melodies and exemplary arrangements...this one is for repeated listening.*

---

**PAUL ANDERSON**  *home and beauty*  cdtrax 340 : 2009

Already something of a legend and revered virtuoso in the time honoured tradition of Scottish fiddle music, Paul Anderson has won most of the fiddle championships.

**22 tracks Incl:**  
The Duke of Fife’s Welcome to Deeside Set; The Mighty Norman Anderson; J. F. Dickie’s Delight Set; Hungarian Dance No. 5; Heather and Eilidh Set; The Bloody Fields of Culloden; Ghost Dancers; A Waltz For Alice Set; The Favourite Dram Set; Beeswing Set.

**Scotland on Sunday :**  *Show’s off his huge tone and technique.*
RUA MacMILLAN  tyro  cdtrax 346: 2010

Originally from Nairn, near Inverness in The Highlands, Rua is a very talented fiddler. In 2009 he was awarded the prestigious title “BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional Musician of the Year” which resulted in this Greentrax recording. He was a member of The Paul McKenna Band but now tours with the Rua MacMillan Band. Rua MacMillan is a name to watch out for in the future.

10 Tracks Incl: Traditionally Incorrect, The Jigs, Harv's, Kitchen Criminals, Bith Clann Ulaith, George, Donald and Sandy, Ooh, Pierre!, Glasgow Spike.

Spectrum Radio - Rua is an exceptional talent amongst the many exceptional fiddlers in Scotland today.

TONY McMANUS  mysterious boundaries  cdtrax 376 : 2013

The extremely talented McManus is regarded as one of the foremost guitarists of the traditional/contemporary/Celtic/ Americana music scenes and he has now added another genre to his diverse music and recorded an album more associated with the world of classical music.

10 Tracks Incl: Les Barricades Mysterieuses; Allemande; Spanish Dance; Goldberg; Chaconne and more.


Radio Adelaide - Another brilliant album by the master guitarist.

WENDY STEWART  standing wave  cdtrax 242: 2003

Wendy has established herself as one of Scotland’s foremost traditional harp players and as a highly skilled musician of great sensitivity and feeling. A collection of mainly traditional tunes, some of her own excellent compositions “Fires at Midnight” and “Cairn Water” and a few by other composers.

14 Tracks Incl : Flowres of the Forrest, Reel Set, Now Draw Up Close & Hear My Song, Down The Hill, All Things Are Quite Silent, Love and Loss, Cairn Water, There is a Tide, Border Set, Jean Stewart of Moniaive, Barrisdale’s Dream.

Also Available : cdtrax 059 about time (1992) This album cannot be supplied by Greentrax to Japan. • cdtrax 126 about time 2 (1997)

Sing Out: A must-have for harpers and harp lovers.

WILLIE HUNTER & VIOLET TULLOCH  leaving lerwick harbour  cdtrax 105 : 1996

These recording were made in January, 1994 during the last few weeks of Willie’s life. He was determined to complete the recordings before his death.

16 Tracks Incl: Leaving Lerwick Hardour, Jackie Coleman’s, Caber Feidh, The De’il Among The Tailors, Da Grocer, Cape Breton Fiddlers Welcome, Peerie Willie, Lorna’s Reel etc.

Also Available: cdtrax 144 the willie hunter sessions (1997)

Quote: 16 tracks of Shetland fiddle music played by a master of his art.

“Peerie” WILLIE JOHNSON  willie’s world  cdtrax 309 : 2007

Scots Trad Awards “Hall of Fame” 2005. The legendary guitarist from the Shetland Isles. Archive recordings gleaned from many sources, including albums Willie sessioned on and recordings by Shetlander and friend Billy Kay and others.

24 Tracks Incl. Nice Work If You Can Get It, Da Road North (with Willie Hunter), Night and Day, Harvest Home (with Jimmy Elliot), Stars Fell on Alabama, Skye Boat Song, They Can’t Take That Away From Me, Birks Works, As I Went Down by Fiddichside (with Debbie Scott), Margaret’s Waltz (with Aly Bain), Lady Be Good

Scots Trad Awards “Hall of Fame”.

Martin Taylor - Music oozed out of every pore.
GORDON GUNN  wick to wickham  cdtrax381 : 2015

Gordon Gunn is one of Scotland’s top fiddlers and a member of the hugely successful Scottish band: Session A9. He also has his own Gordon Gunn Band who recorded ‘Shoreside’ for Greentrax in 2000. Gordon is also a tunesmith and some of his slow airs, in particular, have been hailed as the very finest.

Tracks Inc: Woodlea Mount, The Blue Reel, The Earl’s Chair; Atlantic Forest, Nearly Not, Colonel Penguin; Shop Street; Wick To Wickham; The Black Stairs.

Also Available: cdtrax204  the gordon Gunn band “shoreside” (see groups)

MATT TIGHE  matt tighe  cdtrax395 : 2017


Tracks Inc: Meantime; Slade House, Minsteracres, King’s, Port na bPucai, Cronin’s, Wasted Day, Wild Geese, Southall and Clancy’s

ALSO AVAILABLE

ALEX FRANCIS MacKAY  a lifelong home  cdtrax 149  1997

BUDDY MacMASTER  the judique flyer  cdtrax 203  2000
Scots Trad Awards “Hall of Fame”.

Cape Breton fiddle

BRENDA STUBBERT  in jig time  cdtrax 139  1993

DONALD BLACK  westwinds  cdtrax 091  1995

IAN HARDIE & ANDY THORBURN  the spiders web  cdtrax 152  1998

JACK EVANS with Mairi Campbell & Jenny Gardner  once upon a time in the north  cdtrax 192  2000

NATALIE MACMASTER  A Compilation  cdtrax 140  1997
my roots are showing  cdtrax 163  1998

ROD PAUL (EX-IRON HORSE)  birlinn  cdtrax 179  1999

SANDY MELDRUM  scottish piano fusion  cdtrax 298  2006
Ceòl Na Pioba – Piob Mhòr

*a concert of pìobaireachd from the 1999 Edinburgh International Festival*

R. MacLeod; R. Wallace; B. Brown; A. MacDonald; W. MacDonald & W. McCallum CDTRAX 5009 : 2000

Seven pibrochs recorded ‘live’ on 30th August, 1999, during a memorable sell-out concert devoted to the music of the Highland pipe - the Piob Mhòr.

**Tracks:** Too Long in This Condition; The Old Woman’s Lullaby; Hioemtra haentra; Glengarry’s March; The Fingerlock; Hihorodo hiharara; Lament for Hugh.

**IAIN MACINNES:** ‘Played by pipers who are masters of both the music and the instrument’.

---

**DRAMBUIE KIRKLSTON PIPE BAND** a link with the ’45 cdtrax 084 1995

14 sets of tunes all with a ’45 Jacobite Rebellion connection.

**Quote:** An unusual concept album and great piping!

---

**DYSART AND DUNDONALD PIPE BAND** terra incognito cdtrax 296 : 2007

Grade 1 Pipe Band from Fife, Scotland - Pipe Major Brian Lamond. Guest musicians including Michael Philip, top accordionist, Sandy Stanage, a fine guitarist, give this excellent piping album greater depth and wider interest.


---

**LORNE MacDOUGALL** hello world cdtrax 345 : 2010

Two-times BBC Radio Scotland Young Traditional Musician of The Year finalist, Lorne has played with Grade 1 pipe bands and has also toured with folk bands including Bodega and soloist Brian McNeill. Has also appeared at many music festivals, including Celtic Connections and Cambridge.

**11 Tracks Incl.** The Gravel Walk; Waltz of Slurs; Lament For The Small Isles Bay; Hello World; John Paterson’s Mare, Fisherman’s Dream & more.

**R2** - *If you only buy one album of pipe music in the next year* make it this one.
THE HADDINGTON PIPE BAND

live 'n well the Motherwell concert cdtrax 111 : 1996

'The Vale' is renowned for its exciting and innovative concerts, something many of the top pipe bands won't even tackle. Marches, strathspeys, jigs, reels and slow airs are all included in sets of ensemble and solo playing.

14 Tracks and over 67 minutes of playing time on this outstanding 'live' album. Recorded at the Motherwell Civic Centre in 1995, the Band is under the direction of Pipe Major Ian Duncan and Drum Major James King.

DIRTY LINEN, USA: The album presents the group in all its splendour.

ROSS MUNRO  twisted tradition' cdtrax 384 : 2015

Ross takes you on a musical journey with a playful and yet seriously inspired variety of original and traditional tunes.

He is the Ex-Pipe Major of The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and was involved in the award-winning album 'Journey'.


THE MACNAUGHTONS VALE OF ATHOLL PIPE BAND

live 'n well the Motherwell concert cdtrax 111: 1996

14 Tracks and over 67 minutes of playing time on this outstanding 'live' album. Recorded at the Motherwell Civic Centre in 1995, the Band is under the direction of Pipe Major Ian Duncan and Drum Major James King.

THE MACNAUGHTONS VALE OF ATHOLL PIPE BAND

live 'n well the Motherwell concert cdtrax 111: 1996

14 Tracks and over 67 minutes of playing time on this outstanding 'live' album. Recorded at the Motherwell Civic Centre in 1995, the Band is under the direction of Pipe Major Ian Duncan and Drum Major James King.

THE HADDINGTON PIPE BAND the haddington turnpike & other great pipe tines cdtrax 363 : 2012

Directed by Pipe Major David Leckie, this is a community band from the market town of Haddington, East Lothian, who were awarded 'Pipe Band of The Year' at the Scots Trad Awards 2009.

14 Tracks : The Green Hills of Tyrol; The Piper's Waltz; The Haddington Turnpike Set; The Drunken Piper; Going to Pitlochry; Highland Cathedral, Scotland The Brave. Itchy Fingers and more.

PRESS COMMENT One of the most active and enthusiastic community pipe bands in Scotland.

THE PIPER AND THE MAKER – VARIOUS PIPERS cdtrax 265 : 2004

A Hamish Moore project. The best of Scotland's exponents of the small, border, reel and highland pipes made by the firm of Hamish and Fin Moore. Pipers include Gordon Duncan, Gary West, Anna Murray, Iain MacDonald, Allan MacDonald, Angus Mackenzie, Hamish and Fin Moore, Martyn Bennett, Iain MacInnes and Malcolm Robertson. Recorded 'live' in Pitlochry. Title track sung by Mairi Campbell.

Roots Review : The cream of Scotland's exponents of the Scottish Small Pipes and Border Pipes.
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY PIPE BAND

On Home Ground - Volume 2 cdtrax 293 : 2007

Four times World Pipe Band Champions second album from the concerts recorded at the Simon Fraser University in 2005.

15 Tracks Incl. The Streaker; Kitchenmaid; MacNeill’s Farewell, Dusty Miller, Hourglass Suite, Boney Music, 420 Bying Street, Emancipation, The Mason’s Apron, Cape Breton Fiddlers.

Also Available : cdtrax 283 on home ground - volume 1 (2005)

The Living Tradition – All in all this CD is a bit bloody good.

WORLD MASTERS OF PIPING “Donald MacLeod Memorial Competition”

The Pipe Major Donald MacLeod MBE Piping Competition has been held annually in Stornoway, Isle of Lewis, since 1993 and is staged by The Lewis and Harris Piping Society. The competition features top pipers, playing mainly Donald MacLeod compositions. The pipers taking part in the 2000 Competition represent the most ‘in-form’ competitors in Scotland.

Tracks :- March, Strathspey & Reel Selection; Piobaireachd; March, Strathspey & Reel Selection; Piobaireachd; Hornpipe & Jig Selection; March, Strathspey & Reel Selection; Piobaireachd; March, Strathspey & Reel Selection; Piobaireachd; Hornpipe & Jig Selection.

SCOTS MAGAZINE : The standard of playing is phenomenal.

EDINBURGH CITY POLICE PIPE BAND

Revisited - P.M. Iain McLeod’s Selection cdtrax389 : 2016

One of the most universally recognised and successful pipe bands of all time, they were Grade 1 World Pipe Band Champions five times under Pipe Major Iain McLeod, appeared in several major films and performed throughout the UK, Europe, Canada and America, Japan, South Africa and even Russia (during the Cold War period). This album is compiled from their five albums during the time Iain was pipe major.


This is P.M. Iain McLeod’s personal tribute to everyone with the Band in its glory years.

RECLAIMED The Lowland and Border Piper’s Society’ - Various cdtrax390 : 2016

With this album The Lowland and Border Piper’s Society has set out to explore Border repertoire – tunes and songs with strong Border resonances, many of which have not been previously recorded. Each track features a different player or combination of players, many of whom have been leading lights in the revival of the Border pipes, Scottish smallpipes and as members of well known bands since the 1980’s.

17 Tracks Incl. J’ack Latin (Annie Grace, Gary West & Fin Moore), The Garb of The Old Gaul Set (Chris Norman and Dave Greenberg), Over The Dyke and Till Her Laddy Set (Fin Moore and Matheu Watson), Helen of Kirkconnell Lea – song (Fiona Hunter, Mairi Campbell & Iain MacInnes), Now Westlin Winds – song (Hamish Moore and Mairi Campbell), Kilt Thy Coat Maggie Set (Mike Katz & Iain MacLeod), The Cairdin’ O’It Set (Angus MacKenzie); The Football Match & Two Reels (Carlos Nunez), Saw Ye Never a Bonny Lass (Martin Bennet (Archival track).
ALSO AVAILABLE

GARY WEST  the islay ball  cdtrax 221  2001
HAMISH MOORE & DICK LE  the bees knees  cdtrax 202  2000
HAMISH MOORE  stepping on the bridge  cdtrax 073  1994
JIMMY YOUNG
  Featuring Iain MacDonald & Iain MacInnes  pipeworks  cdtrax 171  1999
PIPEDOWN  the first measure  cdtrax 220  2002
THE MANAWATU SCOTTISH SOCIETY PIPE BAND  the calling  cdtrax 264  2004
THE SCOTTISH GAS CALEDONIAN PIPE BAND  out of the blue  cdtrax 064  1993
GRAND CONCERTS OF PIPING
  volume 1  (incl Gordon Duncan)  cdtrax 110  1996
  volume 2  cdtrax 128  1997
  volume 3  cdtrax 260  2004
YOUNG PIPERS OF SCOTLAND
  Christopher Armstrong, Gordon MacLean  cdtrax 125  1997
  Stuart Cassells, Andrew Wright
PIPING BOOKS
  “gordon duncan tunes” £15.00  “Gordon’s own compositions”
  “a few tunes more” £10.00  Ian and Gordon Duncan
  profits to the Gordon Duncan Memorial Trust
MASTERS OF PIOBAIREACHD

A highly acclaimed archive series of original recordings of the “Bobs of Balmoral.”

Vol 1 CDTRAX 153
Vol 2 CDTRAX 181
Vol 3 CDTRAX 216
Vol 4 CDTRAX 231
Vol 5 CDTRAX 248
Vol 6 CDTRAX 262
Vol 7 CDTRAX 279
Vol 8 CDTRAX 292
Vol 9 CDTRAX 318
Vol 10 CDTRAX 326
ALY BAIN & FRIENDS  cdtrax 026: 1989

Received a S.M.I.A. Gold Disk. From the S.T.V. series – one of the best of its kind. Still a good seller after all these years.

15 tracks By : Aly Bain, Capercaillie, Boys of the Lough, Phil Cunningham, Clive Gregson & Christine Collister
Martin O’Connor, Willie Hunter, Hamish Moore & Dick Lee, Violet Tulloch, Allan Taylor, Willie Johnson
Junior Daugherty, Queen Ida & the Bontemps Zydeco Band

THE SCOTSMAN : The album is an irresistible mixture of songs and instrumentals.

GORDON DUNCAN  a celebration of the music of gordon duncan
a national treasure - live concert  cdtrax 327 : 2007

From the Concert in the Perth Concert Hall to raise funds for the Gordon Duncan Memorial Trust. The concert was an unqualified success with the capacity audience being treated to a galaxy of talent from the piping and traditional music scenes.

12 tracks Incl: the Atholl Highlanders and National Youth Pipe Band, songs from Maggie MacInnes, Jock Duncan and Doogie MacLean; instrumentals from Session A9, Sylvain Hamon and many more.

Taplas : A fitting tribute to a piping superstar.

PEOPLE & SONGS OF THE SEA – Various artists  cdtrax 338 : 2009

“Songs and music reflecting the rich cultural heritage of Scotland’s fishing with 21 tracks of Celtic music’s finest artists and Fisher Folk from the Forth”.

This compilation is being released by Greentrax Recordings in association with an Exhibition of the same title being staged by Shona McMillan. Scottish Year of Homecoming Release.

21 tracks Incl: Farewell Tae The Haven by Davy Steele and Ceolbeg; The Fisherman’s Wife by Heather Heywood; Keepers by The McCalmans; Aberlady Bay by The Harbour Lights Choir; Fisherrow by Shona McMillan; Shoals of Herring by The Corries and many more

GAELIC WOMEN  ar canan ‘s ar ceòl  cdtrax 172: 1999

Gaeldom’s finest women singers, including Catherine-Ann MacPhee; Maggie MacInnes; Flora MacNeill; Cairistiona MacChinnes; Ishbel MacAskill; Karen Matheson; Kenna Campbell; Mary Ann & Wilma Kennedy; Mairi Mac Innes & The Glasgow Gaelic Choir; Anna Murray; Anne Lorne Gillies; Margaret Stewart; Mairi Morrison; Mary Smith; Mackenzie, accompanied by the finest musicians. A Greentrax ‘Best Seller’

14 Tracks: O Tonnaibh Dluth Is Togaibh Fonn, Disathuirne A Ghabh Mi Mulad, Soraith Leis An Ait, Gura Tu Mo Bhean Chomuinn, Puirt a Beul, Is Gaidheal Mi, Gur Daor, Gur Daor a Cheannaich Mi, Na Rosan, An t-Slighe Chreachain Aodann Strathbhain, Tha Caileag A’st-Earrach, Calum Sgaire, Roghainn, Canan Nan Gaidheal.

FROOTS: A remarkable tribute to all involved.

SCOTLAND’S VOICES – Various artists  cdtrax 400 : 2018

A companion to the Alex (‘Sandy’) Moffat MBE painting of the same title. An image of the painting is on the front CD cover. A quite astonishing collection. Researched and notes by Jim Gilchrist of The Scotsman.

Includes such Scottish stalwarts as Jeannie Robertson, MBE (MacCrimmon’s Lament etc.), Belle Stewart, MB,E (Berry Fields of Blair etc.), Jean Redpath, MBE (Auld Lang Syne), Dolina MacLennan (Gaelic song), Flora MacNeil (Gaelic Song), Willie Scott (Kielder Hunt etc.), Jimmy MacBeath (Tramps and Hawkers etc.), Davie Stewart (McGinty’s Meal and Ale), Hamish Henderson (The Freedom Come All Ye), Aly Bain, MBE (Hector The Hero), Allan MacDonald (Gaelic song with pipes) and Hugh MacDiarmid (poem).
SCOTLAND - THE MUSIC AND THE SONG  

A companion to The Scottish Diaspora Tapestry. A double CD for the price of one, representing many of the panels of the Tapestry. Panels designed by the hugely talented Andrew Crummy.

Tracks Incl: Muir and The Master Builder (Dick Gaughan); Dance Called America (Donnie Munro); The Scarborough Settler’s Lament (Stan Rogers); Glencoe Dance Set (Natalie MacMaster); Wailin’ Bat Matilda (Ali Mills); Auld Lang Syne (The Cast) plus a Bengali version of this song; The Bells of Barga (Hamish Moore and Choirs); River of Steel (Siobhan Miller); Connolly Was There (Dick Gaughan).

There are also a number of beautiful Gaelic songs including four by Margaret Stewart plus contributions from Cathy-Ann MacPhee, Fiona J. Mackenzie, Joan Mackenzie, Mairi MacInnes and Murdo MacDonald.

THE MUSIC AND SONG OF THE GREAT TAPESTRY OF SCOTLAND  

A companion to The Great Tapestry of Scotland which was presented to the nation at the Scottish Parliament in 2013. There are 40 tracks representing 40 panels of the Tapestry. Panels designed by the remarkable Andrew Crummy.

Tracks Incl: O Pater Patriae (The Monks of Pluscarden); No Man’s Land (Eric Bogle); Leaving Lerwick Harbour (Willee Hunter); Letter From America (The Proclaimers); The Hebrides Overture – Fingal’s Cave (The Scottish National Orchestra); Tusitala (Benny Gallagher); The Toun o’ Prestonpans (Infants of Prestonpans Primary School with Alex Hodgson); The Beaches of St Valery (Battlefield Band with Davey Steele); An Ataircachd Ard (Ishbel MacAskill); plus many more.

Iain Anderson: Excellent breadth and range.

SCOTTISH WOMEN – VARIOUS  


18 Tracks Incl: Canan Nan Ghaidheal, Reeres Hill, Griogal Cridhe, Hey Donald, The Slaves Lament, Puirt A Beul, Lassie Lie Near Me, Maid When You’re Young, Strong Women Rule Us All With Their Tears, Mother’s Ruin, I Am A Miller Tae My Trade, etc.

Folking.com: The voices, the music and the atmosphere are entrancing.

SCOTS WOMEN  

Recorded Live at Celtic Connections  


24 Tracks Incl: Sands o’ The Shore; The Twa Brothers, The Good-Looking Widow, Time Wears Awa’, Fause Fause, Fair Rosie Anna, What Can a Young Lassie, Oh Tae Be In My Bed, The Braes o’ Strathdon, The Pier o’ Leith/Ye Banks & Braes, and many more.

FOLKWORLD: You simply have to have this album.

SCOTLAND – THE MUSIC AND THE SONG  

This 3 X CD set was released to celebrate the 20th Anniversary of Greentrax, Scotland’s leading traditional music company. The tracks have been carefully selected from over 300 albums in an effort to showcase this remarkable catalogue of Scottish traditional music. Only the very best of tracks have been chosen.


THREE CD’S FOR THE PRICE OF ONE CD – WHAT A BARGAIN!

The Living Tradition – …..Greentrax has gone beyond the normal call of duty for a record label and has actually lent a firm, gentle and entirely principled guiding hand….a mammoth sampler….we owe you a drink or many.
**Compilations - Wars & Battles Series**

**Far, Far From Ypres – Various**  
cdtrax 1418 : 2009

“Songs, poems and music of World War 1”.

Double CD, selling at the price of one CD. CD 1 consists of soldiers’ WW1 trench and marching songs, plus music hall songs of that period, all sung by “The Scottish Pals Singers”, plus Sir Harry Lauder and two piping tracks (38 tracks). CD2 comprises songs, poems and piping tunes composed about WW1 and performed by such artists as The Corries, The McCalmans, Eric Bogle, Dick Gaughan and many more (17 tracks). A must have double album.

The Scotsman: Beautiful songs from terrible times.

The Scots Magazine: This is a stunning piece of folk history, of national pride and emotion.

---

**Ino Pasaran! (they shall not pass) - scots in the spanish civil war**  
cdtrax 3639 : 2012

A collection of 15 songs and a poem on the subject of Scots who fought in this war against General Franco and the fascists. These volunteers served mainly in The International Brigade. Artists include Dick Gaughan; Robin Laing, Christine Kydd; The (original) McCalmans; The Wakes, Geordie McIntyre & Alison McMorland, Galo Rojo, The Laggan and more.

Tracks Incl. The Peatbog Soldiers; Jamie Foyers; Jarama Valley/ Bandiera Rosa; Another Valley, If You Want to Write; Viva La 15 Brigada/Viva Nicaragua, Picasso Paints Guernica, Graves in Spain and more.

The Living Tradition Moving, inspiring often deeply personal.

---

**The Flooers O’ The Forest** songs, music, poems & prose of Flodden  
cdtrax 1513: 2013

2013 marked the 500th Anniversary of the Battle of Flodden when an English army crushed the Scottish army. The two CD album for the price of one we hope is a fitting tribute to all those on both sides who died on that bloody day.

Tracks Incl: The Flooers o’ The Forest (Dick Gaughan); Ettrick (Archie Fisher); Lord Yester (Lau and Karine Polwart); Sorrowless field (Karine Polwart); The Bonnie Banner Blue (Children of Drumlanrig St. Cuthbert’s Primary School, Hawick); The Ears of The Wolf (Robin Laing); The Flooers o’ The Forest – instrumental (Gary West). Poems and Prose read by Iain Anderson, John Sheddan and Alastair McDonald.

Living Tradition: Greentrax have certainly established the gold standard for themed compilation CDs… a thoroughly satisfying musical soundscape.

---

**The Battle of Prestonpans 1745 – Various**  
cdtrax 356 : 2010

The album is a ‘companion to the Prestonpans Tapestry’. The Tapestry is one of Scotland’s most significant and ambitious community projects and is regarded as the longest Tapestry in the world. Much of the music is depicted in the panels, which welcome Bonnie Prince Charlie to Scotland and through to the Battle of Prestonpans. The artists on the album represent the best in Scotland.

15 Tracks Incl. The King Has Landed in Moidart (The Drambuie Kikliston Pipe Band), Charleis Landing (Jean Redpath), Bonnie Prince Charlie and Rise! Rise (The McCalmans), Johnny Cope (Cooleg with Davy Steele), White Cockade (The Sangsters), Wha Widnae Fecht For Charlie (The 1st Battalion The Black Watch), Lady Frances Gardineris Lament (Coreen Scott), The Battle of Prestonpans and The News From Moidart (The Corries).

The Scotsman: This engaging compilation charts the earlier triumphant stages if Charles Edward Stewart’s ultimately disastrous 1745 campaign.

---

**For Freedom Alone the wars of independence**  
cdtrax 1314: 2014

‘Commemorating The 700th Anniversary of Bannockburn’ With a nod to the 2014 Referendum!


This is an remarkable tribute to William Wallace and Robert the Bruce with extensive historical sleeve notes.
**THE KING HAS LANDED** cdtrax 234: 2002


18 Tracks Incl: Ye Jacobites by Name, The Massacre of Glencoe, Wha’ll be King but Chairie, Johnny Cope

Such a Parcel of Rogues in a Nation, Cam Ye Ower Frae France, The Bras of Killiecrankie, The Haughs of Cromdale Bonnie Moorhen

**MUSIC AND SONG FROM SCOTLAND – THE GREENTRAX 25TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION** Various cdtrax 8611: 2011

Twenty five tracks to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Greentrax, plus two bonus tracks. Two CDs for the price of one. Although not necessarily a ‘best of’ collection the two CDs readily fit this description but each track was selected because it has some special significance to twenty-five years of Greentrax.

27 Tracks Incl. Muir and The Master Builder (Dick Gaughan), Bridge Over Troubled Water (Barbara Dickson), Bannockburn (Skyedance), The Gift of Years (Eric Bogle), Dumbarton’s Drums (Jean Redpath), Windward Away (Archie Fisher), See The People Run (Ceolbeg with Davy Steele), Anada pa Gael (Duncan Chisholm and Xose Manuel Tejedor), Tullochgorum (Seudan), Yellow on The Broom (The McCalmans), Trip To Glenfinnan (Daimh), The Ferret (Gordon Duncan), June and Ian Greenis Golden Years (Phil Cunningham and Aly Bain)

**STEELE THE SHOW – VARIOUS** cdtrax 358: 2011

A tribute album to the late, great Davy Steele, one of Scotland’s best loved singer songwriters. Patsy Seddon, Davy’s widow, invited mainly singers and musicians who Davy admired to contribute. After the recording was complete ‘Steele The Show’ was presented at Celtic Connections 2011. Patsy is now preparing Davy’s 37 songs for a song-book to be published in 2011. Davy’s son, Jamie (12), who had never heard his Dad sing on stage, confidently takes on ‘Just One More Chorus’ the only Davy Steele song never recorded by him. This is a highly recommended album.

16 Tracks. Incl. Scotland Yet and Heave Ya Ho (Karine Polwart), Lost in The Long Grass (Sally Barker), The Last Trip Home and The Ballad of Jimmy Steele (Dick Gaughan), Butterfly (Kate Rusby), The Rose of Summerlea (Patsy Seddon), Chasing Shadows and Eyes of a Child (Siobhan Miller), Friends and Sliding (Kathy Stewart), Farewell To The Haven (Ian McCallan with The McCalmans), Long Hellos and Short Goodbyes (Davy himself)

Folkworld - Davy would have been so proud of this album...highly recommended.

**MUSIC AND SONG FROM SCOTLAND** cdtrax 383D: 2015

A Brian McNeill and Friends Celebrate His Home Town’s Music. Brian brings many of his own songs plus guests to this album which is an amazing double CD of music and song from the community.


**THE KING HAS LANDED**


18 Tracks Incl: Ye Jacobites by Name, The Massacre of Glencoe, Wha’ll be King but Chairie, Johnny Cope

Such a Parcel of Rogues in a Nation, Cam Ye Ower Frae France, The Bras of Killiecrankie, The Haughs of Cromdale Bonnie Moorhen

**MUSIC AND SONG FROM SCOTLAND – THE GREENTRAX 25TH ANNIVERSARY COLLECTION** Various cdtrax 8611: 2011

Twenty five tracks to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of Greentrax, plus two bonus tracks. Two CDs for the price of one. Although not necessarily a ‘best of’ collection the two CDs readily fit this description but each track was selected because it has some special significance to twenty-five years of Greentrax.

27 Tracks Incl. Muir and The Master Builder (Dick Gaughan), Bridge Over Troubled Water (Barbara Dickson), Bannockburn (Skyedance), The Gift of Years (Eric Bogle), Dumbarton’s Drums (Jean Redpath), Windward Away (Archie Fisher), See The People Run (Ceolbeg with Davy Steele), Anada pa Gael (Duncan Chisholm and Xose Manuel Tejedor), Tullochgorum (Seudan), Yellow on The Broom (The McCalmans), Trip To Glenfinnan (Daimh), The Ferret (Gordon Duncan), June and Ian Greenis Golden Years (Phil Cunningham and Aly Bain)

**STEELE THE SHOW – VARIOUS** cdtrax 358: 2011

A tribute album to the late, great Davy Steele, one of Scotland’s best loved singer songwriters. Patsy Seddon, Davy’s widow, invited mainly singers and musicians who Davy admired to contribute. After the recording was complete ‘Steele The Show’ was presented at Celtic Connections 2011. Patsy is now preparing Davy’s 37 songs for a song-book to be published in 2011. Davy’s son, Jamie (12), who had never heard his Dad sing on stage, confidently takes on ‘Just One More Chorus’ the only Davy Steele song never recorded by him. This is a highly recommended album.

16 Tracks. Incl. Scotland Yet and Heave Ya Ho (Karine Polwart), Lost in The Long Grass (Sally Barker), The Last Trip Home and The Ballad of Jimmy Steele (Dick Gaughan), Butterfly (Kate Rusby), The Rose of Summerlea (Patsy Seddon), Chasing Shadows and Eyes of a Child (Siobhan Miller), Friends and Sliding (Kathy Stewart), Farewell To The Haven (Ian McCallan with The McCalmans), Long Hellos and Short Goodbyes (Davy himself)

Folkworld - Davy would have been so proud of this album...highly recommended.

**MUSIC AND SONG FROM SCOTLAND** cdtrax 383D: 2015

A Brian McNeill and Friends Celebrate His Home Town’s Music. Brian brings many of his own songs plus guests to this album which is an amazing double CD of music and song from the community.

A TRIBUTE IN MUSIC & SONG TO JOHN BELLANY
Various Artists
cdtrax386 : 2015
The late great painter John Bellany, CBE, RA. was originally from Port Seton, near to the Greentrax office, and was from a fishing family. This album is a tribute to the great man and royalties go to The John Bellany Day Centre in Port Seton. John's family, including his lovely widow Helen, advised re John's favourite Scottish songs and artists and this unique album resulted. The front cover is a reproduction of his painting 'Port Seton Harbour'. A quite remarkable album.
18 Tracks Incl: Moon River (lovely version by Siobhan Miller), Bonaparte's Retreat (Aly Bain and Phil Cunningham), The Road To Dundee (The Corries), Farewell To The Haven (Davy Steele with Ceolbeg), Tunes by Hamish Moore, His Brush Across The Canvas (written by Ian McCalman), The Reel John Bellany (Alex Hodgson), Local Choirs and The Thursday clients at the Day Centre singing The Boatie Rows (sung to John every time he visited the Centre).
Living tradition: A fine and sensitive testimony to the man, and to the calibre of Scots folk music.

SCOTIA NOVA
Songs For The Early Days Of A Better Nation
cdtrax386: 2016
Songs entered by some of Scotland's best songwriters, including Yvonne Lyon, Fiona J Mackenzie, Gill Bowman, Mairi Campbell & Dave Francis, Brian McNeill, Ian McCallman, Simon Kempston, Scott Murray, Findlay Napier, Duncan McCrone and CY Jack Iain MacDonald and more. All new songs. Showcased to a packed house at Celtic Connection 2016.

GREENTRAX 30TH ANNIVERSARY
The Special Projects
cdtrax8616: 2016
2016 is the 30th Anniversary of Greentrax Recordings Ltd. (and Culburnie Records) and this double CD has been selected from the ‘special projects’ of the past 30 years. The collection includes tracks from albums which were later featured in sell-out concerts at Celtic Connections and other albums which were actually recorded ‘live’ at Celtic Connections and other venues. The selection includes tracks from some of Greentrax best-selling albums of thirty years. We think it is a stunning collection and it will retail at the very special price of £8.99.
30 Tracks Incl: Scots Women (The Sands o’ The Shore), Aly Bain MBE and Phil Cunningham MBE (Donald MacLean’s Farewell To Oban Set), The Scottish Pals Singers (A selection of songs from 'Far, Far From Ypres'), Dick Gaughan (The Last Trip Home), Siobhan Miller (Moon River), Tony McManus (Zagreb), Cathy-Ann MacPhee (O Teannaibh Diuth Is Togailbh Fonn), Hamish Moore and Mairi Campbell (The Piper and The Maker), Benny Gallagher (Tuisaltal), The McCalmans (Peatbog Soldiers), Eric Boyle The End Of An Auld Song & Santa Bloody Claus), Mairi Campbell and Jack Evans (Both Sides The Tweed); Scottish Women (Canan Nan Gaidheal), and more.

A CLEAR DAY’S DAWNIN’
Various
cdtrax 176 1999

CEILIDH HOUSE SESSIONS
Various
cdtrax 5002 1994

FOLK SONGS OF NORTH—EAST SCOTLAND
Various
cdtrax 5003 1995

GUITAR MUSIC FROM SCOTLAND & BEYOND
The clear stream
McCalman – SINGULAR
songs by ian, sung by friends
cdtrax 268 2005

ORAIN NAN GAIDHEAL
the song of the gael
Various
cdtrax 269 2004

SCOTTISH HARPS
Various
cdtrax 9008 1999

SCOTTISH FIDDLE RALLY
(At top of page insert: War and Battles Series of Albums (in Caps).
cdtrax 154 1998

SCOTTISH MUSIC OF THE RSAMD 2010
the future of our past no. 1 Scottish
cdtrax 357 2010

THE BEST OF SCOTTISH MUSIC – Vol 2
Various
cdtrax 310 2007

THE NINETIES COLLECTION
See also Celtic Collections Page.
cdtrax 5004 1995

GENTLE GIANTS – Various artists
a celebration of the clydesdale horse in song
cdtrax 271 2004

ALSO AVAILABLE

Living tradition: A fine and sensitive testimony to the man, and to the calibre of Scots folk music.
**Ceilidh Bands**

**THE GLEN CRAIG SCOTTISH DANCE BAND**

‘Ah’ m dancin - old time dances  
cdrax 369: 2012

The final album in the series of four. The previous were Are Ye Dancin; Are Ye Askin; Ah’m Askin; A’hm Dancin’, covering all the Scottish dance formats – The Ceilidh; The Reel Party; Scottish Country Dances and Old Time Dances. One of the busiest bands in Scotland.

19 Tracks Incl: La Russe; Fisherman’s Reel, Joe McDiarmid’s Jig; Mississippi Dip; Lion Standard Quadrilles; Viennese Swing; Edinburgh Mixture; The Palais Glide; Killarney Waltz; and more.

Also Available: cdrax 303 are ye dancin - the ceildh (2007) • cdrax 315 are ye askin - the reel party (2007) • cdrax 355 ‘Ah’ m askin - scottish country dances (2010)

**THE OCCASIONALS**

birling  
cdrax 371: 2012

The 6th album for Greentrax by another of Scotland’s great dance bands and the final recording of band member the late Ian Hardie. See page 43 for the Band’s DVD/CD combination.

Tracks Incl: The Hornes Set; The Occasionals Jigs; The Highland Wedding Set; Orkney Memories; The West Ringing Set; The Capstan Two-Step; S Drip of Brandy; Set of Marches and more.


Judith Linton: This is a wonderful CD, rock steady tempos, with jaunty life and exciting sound throughout.

**FREELAND BARBOUR & FRIENDS**

-the music & the land the concert  
cdrax 392 : 2016


Tracks Incl:- Freelard, The Occasionals, Mairi Campbell, Simon Thounire, Phil Cunningham, Ross Ainslie, Gary West, Kevon MacLeod, Martin Carthy, and a lot more.
LUKE DANIELS - tribute to william hannah  cdtrax 379: 2018
With Luke Daniels (melodeon); Neil Ewart (fiddle); Ian Carr (guitar) and John Paul Gundy (piano).

12 Tracks Ind:- Eightsome Reels; Jigs; Inverness Gathering; Waltzes; Schottische; Highlands/Reels; Dashing White Sergeant; Waltzes; Reels; Boston Two-Step; Strathspeys; Waltzes.

ALSO AVAILABLE

FERGIE MacDONALD
the 21st album  cdtrax 129  1997

THE CULLIVOE BAND WITH WILLIE HUNTER
willie’s last session  cdtrax 186  1999

SHIRE FOLK: This is a tremendous last performance.

THE CRAIG McCALLUM SCOTTISH DANCE BAND
in a different light  cdtrax 037  1990

ROBBIE SHEPHERD, BBC: The lift is there… the lift is there.
JEAN REDPATH MBE
Burns’ songs performed by Scotland’s outstanding traditional singer - researched and arranged by Serge Hovey.

the songs of Robert Burns
volumes 1 & 2

cdtrax 114: 1996

27 tracks:
Volume 1
Cauld Kail in Aberdeen
To the Weaver’s Gin Ye Go
Wantonness
My Tochter’s the Jewel
Charlie He’s My Darling
Lady Mary Ann
Amand the Trees
Country Lassie
The De’il’s Awa wi’ th’ Exciseman
Johnie Blunt
The Winter It is Past
A Red, Red Rose
Logan Water
Corn Rigs

Volume 2
Had I the Wyte
Nine Inch Will Please a Lady
Beware o’ Bonie Ann
The Cooper o’ Cuddy
Sweetest May
A Parcel o’ Rogues in a Nation
Auld Lang Syne
Hey How Johnie Lad
Mary Porison
The Dusty Miller
It was a’ for Our Rightfu’ King
Sae Flaxen Were Her Ringlets

the songs of Robert Burns
volumes 3 & 4

cdtrax 115: 1996

25 tracks:
Volume 3
The Lass o’ Ecclefchan
The Banks o’ Doon (#2)
The Slave’s Lament
O Far Ye Weel My Auld Wife
The Belles of Mauchline
Duncan Davison
The Ploughman
Phillis the Fair
The Deuk’s Dang o’er My Daddie
Will Ye Go to the Indies, My Mary
Song, Composed in August
The Reel o’ Stumpie
GREEN Grow the Rashes, O

Volume 4
O, Can Ye Labor Lea
Wha is that at My Bower Door?
Address to the Woodlark
A Long Winter Night
There Grows a Bonnie Brier-Bush
The Taylor Fell Thro’ the Bed
Here’s His Health in Water
Behold, My Love
Rattlin’, Roarin’ Willie
Tam Glen
Thou Hast Left Me Ever, Jamie
I’ll Ay Ca’ in By Yon Town

the songs of Robert Burns
volumes 5 & 6

cdtrax 116: 1996

24 tracks:
Volume 5
The Lea-Rig
My Collier Laddie
0, This is No My Ain Lassie
My Nanie, 0
Fragment
The Posie
The Mill, Mill 0
0, Were I on Parnassus Hill
The German Lairdie
The Battle of Sherra-Moor

Volume 6
Lament of Mary Queen of Scots
You’re Welcome, Willie Stewart

the songs of Robert Burns
volume 7

cdtrax 029: 1990

12 tracks:
The Mauchline Lady
0, Merry Hae I Been
The Gallant Weaver
The Young Highland Rover
Cauld is the E’enin Blast
My Father was a Farmer
My Love, She’s But a Lassie Yet
Ode to Spring
0, Guld Ale Comes
The Bonnie Lass of Albanie
0, For Ane-and-Twenty, Tam
Where are the Joys

FOLK ROOTS: An important body of work, wholeheartedly recommended.

The Jean Redpath MBE, ‘Robert Burns Series’ is available from Greentrax within the UK, Eire and Europe only.
GILL BOWMAN  toasting the lassies  cdtrax 085 : 1994

Gill launched her Toasting the Lassies show at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe 1994 and it was highly acclaimed by the critics. We released this album in celebration of the Burns bicentennial.

12 tracks incl : Green Grow the Rashes, The Banks o’ Doon, Sweet Tibbie Dunbar, Rantin’ Dog, Sweet Afton, Comin Thro’ the Rye, Ae Fond Kiss, The De’il’s Awa’ wi’ th’ Exciseman, The Lea-Rig, A Rose Bud, by My Early Walk O, This is No My Ain Lassie, Auld Lang Syne

DIRTY LINEN : Her voice is as pure as an angel's.

ROD PATERSON  sings Burns : songs from the bottom drawer  cdtrax 117: 1996

The album we’ve always wanted Rod to record. Possibly the finest interpreter of Burns’ songs. Excellent instrumental backing.

14 tracks incl : Mary Morison, Ye Banks and Braes, Wert Thou in the Cauld Blast, Waukrife Minnie, Parcel of Rogues in a Nation, Green Grow the Rashes, O, Gae Bring tae Me a Pint o’ Wine, Guidwife Coont the Lawin’ /… A Red, Red Rose, Gloomy December, A Man’s a Man, Auld Lang Syne

THE HERALD :
Marvellously rich and expressive voice.

See also Celtic Connections series - Page 42
CDGMP 8002 – The Songs of Robert Burns – Various.

This is a hugley popular collection of Burn’s Favourites
CLASSICS FROM SCOTLAND

WILLIE SCOTT  the shepherd's song: Border ballads  cdtrax 9054  (cd only) : 1998

(First issued 1967) Songs of the way of life of the Scottish Borders and the life of a shepherd.


DAVIE STEWART davie stewart  cdtrax 9052 (cd only) : 1998

(First issued 1978)

The late Davie Stewart was one of Scotland's 'travelling people' and was a real character, who sang and played melodeon as he travelled the country, visiting fairs and festivals.

11 Tracks Incl: MacPherson's Rant, The Jolly Beggar, I'm Often Drunk and I'm Seldom Sober The Merchant's Son, The Daft Piper, Harvest Home

ALSO AVAILABLE

THE CALEDONIAN COMPANION  instrumental music from Scotland  cdtrax 9051 (cd only) : 1998

(First issued 1975) 21 tracks of fiddle, mouth-organ, whistle and 'diddling' played by North-East musicians and recorded by Topic Records in Aberdeen and Banffshire during 1974/75.

ARTISTES FEATURED : Alex Green (whistle), Willie Fraser (mouth-organ, diddling), Charlie Bremner (fiddle), John Grant (fiddle).

JOHN MacDONALD the singing molecatcher of Morayshire  cdtrax 9053 (cd only) : 1998

(First issued 1975) The late John MacDonald was a champion singer, whistler, diddler and melodeon player.

**CATHERINE-ANN MacPHEE** *sUIL AIR AIS (LOOKING BACK)* cdtrax 258 : 2004

Arguably Scotland's finest Gaelic singer. This album features many of Cathy-Ann's all-time favourite Gaelic songs, several associated with her childhood in Barra. Tony McManus played guitar and produced.

13 Tracks incl: *Mo lomulran, mo luran; Giogal Crìdhe; Gaol An t-Seoladair; Purit - Calum Beag; Ma Na Mara and o lossa Bì'n comhnaidh.*

**Also Available:** cdtrax 009 canan nan Gaidheal (1987)

cdtrax 070 catharine-ann macohee sings mairi mhòr (1987)

cdtrax 038 Chi Mn' Geamhradh - I see winter (1991)

Living tradition - “This collection will surely delight lovers of Gaelic song everywhere.. a graceful and truly enjoyable collection.

**FIONA J MACKENZIE** *ARCHIPELAGO* cdtrax 368 : 2012

A previous Mod Gold Medallist, this is Fiona’s third album for Greentrax on which she journeys around the islands of Scotland. Fiona invited a number of singer guests to join her, including Barbara Dickson, Mairi Campbell, Alex Hodgson and several more.

Tracks incl: *Bha Mise Raoir Air an Airigh, Tuireadh Bard Thurnaig, Reul Alainn a' Chuain, O Luaidh, Ceud Failt' Air Gach Gleann, Jimmy Mo Mhile Stor, Oran na Clioche, An Da Fheannaig and more.*

**Also Available:**
cdtrax 320D - duan nollaigh a gaelic christmas (2007)

cdtrax 339 - a good suit of clothes – “Songs of the emigrant gael”

Songlines: *...the sweetness and crystal clarity of Mackenzie’s singing.....*

**KATHLEEN MACINNES** *OG MHADAINN SHAMHRAIDH (SUMER DAWN)*


cdtrax 294 : 2006

Awarded ‘Best Gaelic Singer’ at the Scots Trad Awards 2006 this is an outstanding Gaelic song album. And a voice to die for.

15 Tracks incl: *Bha Mise Raoir Air an Airigh, Tuireadh Bard Thurnaig, Reul Alainn a' Chuain, O Luaidh, Ceud Failt' Air Gach Gleann, Jimmy Mo Mhile Stor, Oran na Clioche, An Da Fheannaig and more.*

**The Living Tradition** – Kathleen’s distinctive, characterful voice captivates your attention… her vocal delivery is warm, engaging and right at the front of the arrangements…

**MAIRI MACINNES** *OROSAY* cdtrax 209 : 2001

A new album from Gaelic singer Mairi Mac Innes, who featured prominently in the 2000 Edinburgh Military Tattoo at Edinburgh International Festival. “Orosay” very much reflects Mairi's South Uist background and her love of the small islandof Orosay, situated to the west of South Uist, where Mairi would play as a child - and sing to the sea! This is a beautiful album, created with loving care by Mairi, producer Calum Malcolm and the several fine session singers and musicians,chosen for the project.

12 Tracks incl: *Uibhist Nam Beann Arda; Orra Bhonna Bhonnagan; Nihean Chruinn Donn; An Aisling; Orain Luaidh/An Fhleasaigh Ur Leannain Thu; Orosay; Laoidh An Iasgair; Puirt-A-Beul; Fagail Bhornais; Oran Na Cloiche and more.*

**Also Available:**
cdtrax 092 the feeling inside (1995)

**SCOTS MUSIC** : Blessed with a beautiful and clear voice.

**MARGARET STEWART** *TOGAIDH MI MO SHEOLTA (ALONG THE ROAD LESS TRAVELLED)*

cdtrax 311 : 2009

Margaret Stewart has a long established reputation as one of the finest of Gaelic singers. This album offers a variety of Gaelic songs from various parts of Gaelic Scotland – an ancient waulking song, an Ossianic ballad, a Jacobite epic, humorous songs from Lewis and Uist, love songs, a MacDonald praise song, a lullaby, two emigrant songs and much more. 12 tracks.

**Also Available:**

Irish Music Mag: Inspired by a love of Gaelic Scotland.

**ALSO AVAILABLE** -

BANNAL - Waulking Songs CDTRAX 099 (1996) & MARGO CARRUTHERS Talent Nam...CDTRAX 157 (1999)
Scottish Tradition Series

Collections from the various regions of Scotland.
Selected from the Archives of the School of Scottish Studies.
Hailed when first released as the most important series of traditional recordings ever.

bothy ballads
music from the North-East
cdtrax 9001 : 1993 (First issued 1971)
The artistes include Jimmy MacBeath, John MacDonald, Charlie Murray, Jamie Taylor and others.
15 tracks:
The Muckin’ o’ Geordie’s Byre
The Stool of Repentance
As I Came Ower the Muir o’ Ord
The Bold Prince o’ Royal
The Shepherd Lad o’ Rhynie
My Last Farewell to Stirling
Whistle Ower the Lave O’T
Stumpie / The Masons Apron /…
Airlin’s Fine Braes, Mrs Grieg
The Hairst o’ Rettie
The Smith’s a Gallant Fireman
The Hall Week o’ the Fair
The Old Horned Sheep, Medley

the muckle songs
classic Scots ballads
cdtrax 9005 : 1992 (First issued 1975)
The artistes include Jeannie Robertson, Lizzie Higgins, Betsy Whyte, Jane Turriff, John Strachan, Jimmy MacBeath and more!
19 tracks:
Glenlogie, The Gypsy Laddies
The Roving Ploughboy
The False Knight Upon the Road
The Bonnie Banks o’ Fortrie
The Twa Brothers, Tam Lin
The Knight and the Shepherd’s Daughter
The Bold Pedlar, The Twa Sisters
The Jolly Beggar, Lord Thomas and Fair Ellen
The Broom o’ the Cowdenknowes
Jamie Telfer o’ the Fair Dodhead
Andrew Lammie

music from the
Western Isles
cdtrax 9002 : 1992 (First issued 1971)
The album includes choral work songs, mouth music, cantairreacht and other Gaelic songs.
12 tracks INCLUDING:
Hé Mandu
Dheanaim Súgradh Ris An Nighean Dubh
Oran Do Bhean Mhic Fhraing
Fiollaigean, Puirt A Beul
Suidhridh Sinn A Bhàin Gu Socair
Tha Thide Agam Éirigh
Cha Till MacRhuimean

waulking songs from Barra
cdtrax 9003 : 1993 (First issued 1972)
This album features the distinctive waulking songs of the Western Isles.
8 tracks:
Robh Thu ‘Sa ’Bheinn?, Mo Rùn Ailein
Hò Rò Hug O Hug O
Latha Slùbhal Beinne Dhomh, Pipe Reels
A Bhean Ad Thall A Rinn An Gàire
An Fhidhead Airid
Is Moch An Diugh A Rinn Mi Gluasad

Shetland fiddle music
cdtrax 9004 : 1994 (First issued 1973)
Recordings illustrating not only the distinctive arts of the older unaccompanied fiddlers, but also the way in which the tradition is moving today.
Includes Willy Henderson & Bobby Jamieson, Tom Anderson, Bobby Peterson, Jimmy Johnston with Pat Sutherland, Willie Hunter, Ronald Cooper, and the Cullivoe Traditional Fiddle Band.

James Campbell of Kintail
Gaelic songs
cdtrax 9008 : 1994 (First issued 1984)
Gaelic songs, sung by one of the most distinguished Gaelic concert singers that Scotland has known.
18 tracks INCLUDING:
Iseabail Nic Aoidh, Ho Ro Gum B’eibhinn Liom
Tha Mi Tinn, Tinn, Tinn
Dean Cadalan Samhach A Chìulein Mo Ruin
Taladh Choinnich Oig, Cumha Mhic An Toisch
Cumha Chàilein Ghlìnn lubbhair
Now available on CD.

the fiddler and his art
cdtrax 9009 : 1993 (First issued 1988)
14 tracks OF SELECTIONS OF TUNES INCLUDING:
strathspeys, reels, marches, waltzes, slow airs, etc.
Played by such stalwarts as Hugh Inkster, Pat Shearer, Andrew Poleson, Donald MacDonell, and the brilliant Hector MacAndrew. Fiddle music from five different regions of Scotland.

Gaelic songs
from Lewis
cdtrax 9006 : 1994 (First issued 1975)
On hearing Gaelic psalm-singing for the first time, some who are entirely outside the culture find it an intensely moving experience.
6 tracks:
Martyrdom, Coleshill, Stroudwater
Dundee, London New, Martyrs

Calum Ruadh
bard of Skye
cdtrax 9007 : 1994 (First issued 1978)
Stories from the last bard of Skye, Calum Ruadh, who died on 25th February, 1978, at the age of 76, while production of this album was in its final stages.
12 tracks INCLUDING THE STORIES:
The Old Home, Crofter and Landlord
Eviction, The Church and the Bard
The Sabbath Ferry, The Fairy Visitation
Now available on CD.

Calum & Annie Johnston
Songs stories and piping from Barra
cdtrax 9013 : 1996
Now available on CD.

Pipe Major Robert Nicol
pibroch
cdtrax 9012 (mc only) : 1995 (First issued 1977)

building a website is just the beginning...
WILLIAM MATHESON  Gaelic Bards & Minstrels  series 16  cdtrax 9016D : 1998
(from the School of Scottish Studies archives) Double CD release (previously available only on cassette)
During his years as lecturer and reader in the Department of Celtic in the University of Edinburgh, William Matheson was regarded by the staff of the School of Scottish Studies as their most reliable consultant on questions of Gaelic oral tradition, especially on songs and their melodies. The songs on this album were recorded between April 1982 and May 1983. An active and enthusiastic collector of songs and traditions since the 1930’s, Willie Matheson accumulated a repertoire which illustrates admirably the marvellous variety of types of song that still exist in Gaelic.
This double CD collection is accompanied by a 68 page booklet of text in both Gaelic & English, and packaged in a special double CD ‘maxi-box’.
DIRTY LINEN: Unforgettable songs and impossibly beautiful melodies.

BELLE STEWART  queen among the heather  cdtrax 9055 (cd only) : 1998
(First issued 1976)
A unique double CD collection of traditional tales from the School of Scottish Studies sound archives. Featuring Scotland’s best storytellers: Jeannie Robertson, Davie Stewart, Stanley Robertson, Andrew Stewart, Betsy Whyte, Tom Tulloch, James Henderson and George Peterson. Includes a 68 page booklet of text on the stories and storytellers.
34 Tracks incl: ‘Queen Among the Heather’, Betsy Belle, The Berryfields of Blair, Whistlin’ at the Ploo’, The Overgate, Blooming Caroline o’ Edinburgh Toon, Late Last Night, The Twa Brothers, Lizzie Lindsay Selected ye, Two-Eyes, Three Eyes; Daughter Doris; The Three Feathers; The Humph at The Fit O The Glen & The Humph at The Head O The Glen; Keeping Out The Sea Man; The Fiddler O Gord; The Greenbank Pony.
LICENSED FROM Topic Records catalogue.

VARIOUS ARTISTS  clo dubh clo don  series 18  cdtrax 9018  2000
Gaelic song (English translations of song titles shown) by various renowned Gaelic singers.
Including Hugh MacRae; Penny Morrison; Jessie MacKenzie; Angus K. MacIver; Mary MacColl; Citty & Marietta MacLeod; Mrs Kate MacDonald; John MacDonald; Johnny Anderson; Archibald Clark; Annie Arnot; Jessie MacKenzie; Calum Cameron; Calum Johnson & Flora MacNeill; James MacDonald; John MacInnes & John MacLeod.
SELECTED FROM the archives of the School of Scottish Studies. The extensive CD booklet contains both the Gaelic and English lyrics and background information. Previously available on cassette only.
TAPLAS: Opens up unexpected beauties to us.

JOAN MacKENZIE  seonag niccoinnich  series 19  cdtrax 9019  1999
Gaelic singer extraordinaire.
Tracks: Ceud soiridh soiridh bhuam, Bhon dh’t’hag thu m ’s mulad orm, Ged is grianach an latha, Chuir m’athair mise dhan taigh charraideach, Agus hó Mhòrag, O g’o thogas dhìom an fhadachd?, Tha sinn a’ falbh, S é gilean mo rùin, O ’s tù ’s gura tu thoir m’aire, Puirt, Ailein Duinn ò hì, Iain Shomaltaich, An till mise chaoidh, A nighean nan geug, Tha mo dhùil, Hò bha mi hè bha mi, Thèid mi dhachaigh, An till mi tuilleadh a Leòdhas?

DIETY LINEN: Leaves the listener highly affected and longing for more.

SCOTTISH TRADITIONAL  the carrying stream  series 20  cdtrax 9020 : 2004
A compilation by The School of Scottish Studies from their rich archive collection. Compiled from most of the Scottish Tradition Series released to date (volumes 1 - 20) plus additional recordings.
17 Tracks : from singers incl Jimmy McBeath, Lizzie Higgins, Jeannie Robertson, Edith Whyte and Joan MacKenzie.
Various Artists: Orkney: Land, Sea & Community  (Series 21)  
**cdtrax 9021**: 2004
34 Tracks incl:

**THE LAND**: Hugh Inkster, fiddle, “The Deerness Jig”; Ethel Findlater, narrative, the Orkney muckle supper; Ethel Findlater, ballad, “The Maid o’ Cowden Knowes”; Ethel Findlater, narrative, making beesmilk pudding


**THE COMMUNITY**: Johina J. Leith, children’s song, “Mister Frog”; Ethel Findlater, folktales, “Choosing a Bride” Ethel Findlater, narrative, dancing and diddling; Peter Pratt, narrative, wedding customs, Hugh Inkster, fiddle, “Inganess”

---

Various Artists: Chokit on a Tattie: Children’s Songs & Rhymes  (Series 22)  
**cdtrax 9022**: 2006

From the archives of the School of Scottish Studies, an album of children’s street and play songs and rhymes recorded over three decades from 1952.

23 tracks incl:– Aunty Mary, Oor Quine Jeannie, Dance Tae Tha Daddy, I’ve a Laddie in America, Old Mrs. Reilly, Mister Frog, Poor Doggie is Dead, Murder, Murder Polis, Aunty Mary. The Cat’s Taen The Measles.

---

Various Artists: Wooed & Married and AA: Songs, Tunes and Customs  (Series 23)  
**cdtrax 9023**: 2009

Volume 23 in this classic series of recordings from the archives of The School of Scottish Studies draws together a selection of songs, tunes and customs from across Scotland, connected with marriage. Items from both the Scots and Gaelic are included, as are items from different occupational groups including fishers, farmers and factory workers.

---

Various Singers: Songs and Ballads from Perthshire Field Recordings of the 1950’s  (Series 24)  
**cdtrax 9024**: 2011

The recordings on this album consist of field recordings made by Maurice Fleming and include songs by Belle Stewart, Sheila Stewart, Willie MacPhee, Bella Higgins, Jock White, Charlotte Higgins, John MacDonald, Willie Townsley, Tommy Bonthrone and more. With the exception of the latter they are all travelling people.

---

Bu Chaoin Leam Bhith ‘N Uibhist: Gaelic Songs from the North Uist Tradition  (Series 25)  
**cdtrax 9025**: 2013

Singers include: Hugh Matheson; Miss Bella MacPhail; Ewen Morrison; Fred Macaulay; Miss Marion Ann MacDonald; Roderick MacDonald; Donald MacLean; Rev. William Matheson; Miss Margaret MacLeod; Andrew Laming; Roderick Macaulay; Ewen MacDonald; Mrs. Helen Morrison; Donald McLean; Miss Katie McCormick; Mrs Rachel MacLeod; Angus MacDonald; Ronald John MacDonald.

The Irish Times: Space prevents me from indulging even further my enthusiasm for this album. My friends will be delighted to hear this CD and join with me in thanking Creative Scotland for financial assistance that helped Greentrax in publishing it.
GEORGE MOSS  PIBROCH : 1995 - To CD In 2015  cdtrax 9015 : 2015

Previously on cassette only this collection of Pibroch pieces played in the Gaelic style is at long last available on CD, by public demand. Collected by Dr. Peter Cooke.


WILLIAM MacLEAN  PIBROCH : cdtrax 9010D : 2016

Previously on cassette only now available on double CD. Born in Tobermory, William was a pupil of Malcolm MacPherson of Badenoch. He made a special study of piobaireachd and won many prizes. The recording were made in the early 1950’s.

Tracks Incl. The Finger Lock, Donald of Laggan, The Desperate Battle, Catherine’s Lament, The Old Woman’s Lullaby (canntaireachd), The King’s Taxes, Cill Chriosd, MacLeod of Raasay’s Salute, The Battle of Vaternish, The Earl of Forth’s Salute, Too Long in This Condition.

Calum MacLEAN  CRUINNEACHADH CHALUIM : cdtrax 9026D : 2015

Field Recordings of Gaelic Music and Songs From The Highlands and Islands by Calum MacLean.

2 X CD collection of 20 Gaelic songs and 13 instrumental tracks all collected by Calum MacLean who worked tirelessly in the 1950’s.

SGUBAN A TIR AN EORNA  TRADITIONS OF TIREE : cdtrax 9027 : 2016

Scottish Tradition Series Volume 27 from the School of Scottish Studies sound archive. The editors think those listening to this CD will feel they have dropped into a Tiree ceilidh.

Songs, rhymes stories and piping, collected on the island from 1953 by such famous collectors as Hamish Henderson, Calum MacLean John MacInnes, Morag MacLeod and Peter Cooke.

Album edited by Margaret A. MacKay
**FRANKIE GAVIN, RICK EPPING, TIM EDEY**  
**jiggin the blues**  
g2CD 7011: 2009

An album that brings together three outstanding musicians for a selection of mainly Irish tunes, laced with a good dose of the Blues. Together with their dedication to Irish traditional music, Frankie Gavin, Rick Epping and Tim Edey tap into a collective wealth of experience and authenticity in a wide range of musical styles.

14 Tracks Incl: Baby Please Don’t Go, Pol Ha’penny; Frank Quinn’s Reels; Eagle’s Whistle and Foxhunter’s Jig.

Living Tradition – An album for the bluesman (or woman) and the traditionalists.

---

**KELTIEK ELEKTRIK**  
**edinburgh hogmanay party mix**  
g2CD 7003: 1998

A wild’n’wicked Scottish soundtrack for your party!! Big beats and dancey grooves!! A unique album!

Jack Evans, Sandy Brechin, Mairi Campbell, John Martin, Jim Malcolm, Dougie Pincock – bagpipes, fiddles, accordions, it’s all here.

11 Tracks Incl: The Clumsy Lover, Alehouse, The Ale is Dear, Caledonia, Lexy MacAskill, Blue Dalzell, New Mullindhu Wild Mountain Thyme, Jigtime, Flower of Scotland, Amazing Grace, Donald’s Little Cascade, Auld Lang Syne, Reels

FOLKWORLD: The ultimate Scottish party CD

---

**KELTIEK ELEKTRIK 2**  
**just when you thought it was safe to sit down**  
g2CD 7006: 2000

1998 Greentrax released Keltik Elektrik (1) “Edinburgh Hogmanay Party Mix” (G2CD 7003) - an album unashamedly directed at the dance, club and party scenes. Back by popular demand is Keltik Elektrik (2). The principal musician behind this project is again multi-talented Jack Evans with Kathryn Nicoll (fiddle), Battlefield Band piper Mike Katz (small pipes), Tony McManus (acoustic guitar) and Simon Thoumire (concertina). Keltik Elektrik 2 is first and foremost a fun album but with musicians such as these the music also has credibility.

9 Tracks Incl: The Long Note; Caber Feidh; The Fair Maid of Takla Makan; The Braes o’ Balquidder; The Oyster Wives’ Rant; You’re Welcome Home, Grainnel; Oranmore; Caledfwich; The Old Pipe Reel.

FROOTS: Tremendous fun.

---

**KELTIEK ELEKTRIK**  
**hotel kaledonia**  
g2CD 7008: 2002

Keltik Elektrik serve up another generous helping of outrageous Scottish party music at the ‘Hotel Kaledonia’

10 Tracks Incl: MacNeil’s March, Bass Drone Blitz (Shameless Remix), Trans-Highland Express, Waterloo Country Disco Broizh, Hey You-Get Offa MacLeod, Devil in the Kitchen, Julia Meets The Skyeman, The Shetland Session Sae Will We Yet.

Celtic Folk - Get it for that Hogmanay party even if you do not have any Scottish blood.

---

**SALSA CELTICA**  
**the great scottish latin adventure**  
g2CD7005: 2000

SALSA CELTICA, formed in 1996 by a group of Celtic and Latino musicians who fuse South American and Cuban song, salsa rhythms, improvisation, Scottish reels and ceilidh tunes to create a ‘Caledonian Caribbean Salsa Paradise’. The fusion has established the Band as one of the major draws on the U.K. Festival scene, and they are building a growing reputation in far flung parts as well, including a recent successful trip to Cuba. The new album has created a considerable buzz and is already a Greentrax best seller. A big band with a huge sound!!

11 Tracks Incl: Rumba Escocia; Malacon; Milonga For Iona; Yo Me Voy/Maggie’s Pancakes; Flaquita; Fuerte Confuego Ardiente; Vampiras; Carnoustie Albatross; Leonardo Capanga; Estrellita Celta; El Capitan.

FOLKWRITE: This is sizzling hot dance music.
**SALSA CELTICA**  *el agua de la vida*  g2CD 7010: 2003

Salsa Celtica’s success is a remarkable story. Formed in 1996 they have brought their unique mix of Salsa and Celtic music to a world-wide audience.

9 Tracks Incl: *Cumbia Celtica, El Sol De La Noche, Guajira Sin Sol, Whisky Con Ron, Ave Maria de Escocia Medley, El Agua De La Vida, Maestro, Adios, Auld Lang Syne.*

Clive Pownceby -
As gorgeous & life-affirming album as you’ll hear this or any other year...a rare & heady pleasure.

**LA SONERA CALAVERAS**  *numero uno*  g2CD7009: 2002

Taking a twist from the Cuban Son format toward a style that expresses more vibrancy of the Latin scene today - from Son to Merengue to Tango. Produced by Donald Shaw.

11 Tracks Incl.  *Muvela, Rumba Del Pueblo, Un Jardinero De Amor, Numbero Uno, Mi Buenos Aires Querido; One for Carlos.*

Clive Pownceby -
As gorgeous & life-affirming album as you’ll hear this or any other year...a rare & heady pleasure.

**THE FELSONS**  *glad*  g2cd 7001 (cd only) : 1998

Nominated for the British Country Music Awards 1997, The Felsons are somewhere between ‘country’ and ‘country rock’. In Dean Owens (vocals, guitar) they have a remarkable songwriter along with very talented musicians Calais Brown (guitar), Kevin McGuire (bass) & Keith Burns (drums).

**COUNTRY MUSIC:** A prime Scottish act that deserves to make it in the mainstream.

**Songhunter**  *Spirit of The Land*  G2CD 7004: 1999

This is a truly inspiring album.
RETURN TO KINTAIL  alasdair fraser & tony mcmanus  CUL113 : 1999

This excellent recording pairs two of Scotland’s most respected artists. Alasdair Fraser on fiddle and viola and Tony McManus on guitar.


THE SCOTSMAN : “Two of Scotland’s most sublime instrumental talents”.

LEGACY OF THE SCOTTISH FIDDLE VOL 1  alasdair fraser paul machlis  CUL 118 : 2001

First new release from Greentrax Recordings Ltd. on the Culburnie label. The recording is the first in a series, by ace Scottish fiddler Alasdair Fraser, of Scottish fiddle music, featuring classic gems from Scotland’s noted fiddle composers of the past. Alasdair is accompanied by the brilliant American piano/keyboards player Paul Machlis, with whom Alasdair has had a long association. This is a beautiful recording.

21 Tracks Incl: Miss Dumbreck Set; The Auld Brig o’ Don; The Beauty of The North; Madame Neruda; Chapel Keithack Set; Earl Haig; Earl Grey Set; Rose-Acre; Craigellachie Brig Set; The Ancient Baron’s of Kilravock; Mrs MacPherson Gibton Set; Lady Charlotte Campbell’s New Strathspey Set; Miss Hannah of Elgin Set.

TAPLAS: This is a superb fiddle recording.

LEGACY OF THE SCOTTISH FIDDLE VOL 2  alasdair fraser  CUL120 : 2004

On the long awaited “Volume 2” ace Scottish fiddler Alasdair Fraser plays “tunes from the Life and Land of Robert Burns” and combines beautifully with Muriel Johnstone (piano) and Natalie Hass (cello). The project was inspired partly by the comprehensive book “The Songs of Robert Burns” and the album includes most of the Burns’ classics. There is a very good buzz from this release.

Box and Fiddle - A brilliant recording throughout.

FIRE & GRACE  alasdair fraser & natalie haas  CUL121 : 2004

Alasdair Fraser is one of Scotland’s leading exponents of the fiddle and is joined on this album by Natalie Haas, a stunning cellist from America. Album of the year at The Scot Trad Music Awards 2004.


“Awarded the “Best Traditional Album 2004” at the Scots Trad Awards”.

IN THE MOMENT  alasdair fraser & natalie haas  CUL122 : 2007

Recognised internationally as one of Scotland’s leading fiddle players, Alasdair again teams up with the youthful virtuosity of cellist Natalis Haas. This is another stunning album from the same mould as the award-winning Fire and Grace.

14 Tracks Incl. Valley of The Moon Reel, Between, Alien Ceilidh, Salamanca, Cuillin Nights, Miss Laura Risk, Giga De Tenerife, Trip To Pakistan, Christina, Willie Fernie & Rob Fraser’s Welcome to San Francisco.

Scotland On Sunday - High-quality instrumental technique and Scots-based music on fiddle and cello, played by this polished duo.
**ABUNDANCE**  alasdair fraser & natalie haas  CUL124 : 2013

The latest album from the hugely talented fiddler Alasdair Fraser and the wonderful cellist Natalie Haas. A highly acclaimed duo. The tracks include ‘The Referendum’ which was composed by Alasdair for the occasion of Scotland’s First Minister Alex Salmond’s visit to Alasdair’s fiddle course at Sabhal Mor Ostaig on the Isle of Skye and to celebrate the up-coming referendum. There are more Alasdair compositions.

Tracks Inc: The Corrieman; Farley Bridge; The Referendum; The Connie Suite; Les Jumeaux, Pier Walk Walz; Hot Club d’Ecosse and more.

Another album to be savoured.

**HIGHLANDERS Farewell**  alasdair fraser & natalie haas  CUL123 : 2010

Third album by this brilliant fiddle and cello duo. This album includes several guest musicians including Martin Hayes, Dennis Cahill, Bruce Molsky, Brittany Haas, Hanneke Cassel and more.


---

**ALSO AVAILABLE**

**PORTRAIT OF A SCOTTISH FIDDLER**  by Alasdair Fraser  CUL009

**THE DRIVEN BOW**  by Alasdair Fraser & Jody Stecher  CUL102

**DAWN DANCE**  by Alasdair Fraser  CUL106

**SKYDANCE**  by Alasdair Fraser and Paul Machils.  CUL101

**SKYDANCE Live in Spain**  CUL119

**WAY OUT TO HOPE STREET**  by Skypedance  CUL111

**LABYRINTH**  by Skypedance  CUL116

**AULD LANG SYNE**  various artists  CUL117

**THE WINNOWING**  by The Cast  CUL104

The first album from The Cast (Mairi Campbell and Dave Francis) has received generous critical acclaim. Includes “Auld Lang Syne” (as in the film “Sex and The City”)

**COLOURS OF LICHEN**  by The Cast  CUL109

AVAILABLE FROM GREENTRAX FOR ALL TERRITORIES EXCEPT USA, CANADA, SPAIN
The Celtic Collections Series

The Greentrax budget label, retails at around £6.99. Tracks selected from the rich Greentrax back catalogue plus some albums specially recorded for the Series.

These are quality recordings of top Scottish artists at bargain prices.

A great buy for tourists and discerning collectors.

Songs of Scotland
CDGMP 8001
Some of Scotland’s best-loved.

Songs of Robert Burns
CDGMP 8002
A hugely popular collection.

Ceilidh Band Music of Scotland
CDGMP 8003
Ceilidh and Scottish dance bands.

Bagpipes of Scotland
CDGMP 8004
Popular solo and pipe band music.

Fiddles of Scotland
CDGMP 8005
Top fiddlers and great tunes.

Vibrant New Celtic Sounds
CDGMP 8006
The most contemporary Scottish bands.

Songs of The Forth
CDGMP 8007
Songs of the sea and land by the best.

A Highland Journey
CDGMP 8008
Tunes relating to places in Scotland.

Peace & Plenty
CDGMP 8009
Award-winning first album for Greentrax.
Sandy Bells Ceilidh CDGMP 8010

From Edinburgh’s famous folk pub.

Bill Barclay - Live CDGMP 8011

Incl. ‘The 12 (Drunken) Days of Christmas’ hit.

Celtic Women CDGMP 8012

Songs of reflection and love.

Very popular.

the music & song of edinburgh CDGMP 8013

A musical picture of Edinburgh.

Celtic Airs & Reflective Melodies CDGMP 8015

Beautiful slow airs by Scotland’s best.

a highland journey vol 2 CDGMP 8014

Music from the glens of Scotland.

FAVOURITE SONGS for a’ the bairns and awbuddie else cdgmp 8016

This remarkable collection of Burns and other favourites is being directed at Scottish schools but is an extremely popular buy in retail outlets.

It includes contributions from Sheena Wellington (A Man’s a Man), Karine Polwart (Follow The Heron), Fiona Forbes (Sic a Parcel o’ Rogues in a Nation), Rod Paterson (Ae Fond Kiss), Jim Reid (The Freedom Come All Ye); Dick Gaughan (Both Sides The Tweed)
ERIC BOGLE - LIVE AT STONEYFELL WINERY (Australia)
dvtrax 2022 : 2009 PAL & NTSC Formats.
Eric Bogle has embarked on major tours worldwide, headlined major music festivals and appeared on TV many times. He has won numerous awards and has joined The Scots Trad Awards Hall of Fame. This wonderful DVD contains many of Eric’s most popular and requested songs and should fill the gap to some extent, as Eric prepares to ‘hang up his musical boots’.

21 tracks include: The Sound of Singing; Now I’m Easy; The Colour of Dreams; The Dalai Lama’s Candle; Rosie; The Waltzing Matilda Waltz; No Man’s Land (The Green Fields of France). The Band Played Waltzing Matilda; Singing The Spirit Home. Plus additional interview material.

NOT FOR AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND FROM GREENTRAX

BRUCE AND WALKER - Born To Rottenrow dvtrax2023 2014
(A CD/DVD Combination – DVD PAL Only)
Ian Bruce and Ian Walker, well known singer/songwriters in their own right recently re-formed as a duo after a few years working solo. The CD consists of their more recent and until now previously unrecorded songs (solo and joint) which have been well received by their recent audiences.

CD Tracks Incl: Still; Miss Salfka Sings; November Grey; The Shawl; When I Speak to Felix; Ode To an Old Friend; Mary Button; Lucie’s Song; If I live to The Same Age as Mama and more.

The DVD, which was recorded in front of friends in an informal setting at Kevock Digital Studio, consists of re-recordings of the duo’s older material and other footage and includes Fraser Bruce (brother of Ian) taking part in a couple of songs.

DVD Tracks Incl: Hawks And Eagles; Blodwen’s Dream; Mr. Bloom; Some Hae Meat; Melloow; Child on The Green; Singing The River; Blue Denim Jeans etc.

THE OCCASIONALS - The full set OF BASIC SCOTTISH CEILIDH DANCES

First combined Audio CD and DVD Video on Greentrax

CD - 12 Dance Sets & 4 Bonus Tracks.

Booklet - Full Dance Instructions for the 12 Sets

DVD - Dance Instructions Films for the 12 Sets + “Home Footage” 1 hour Documentary Film

PIPING LIVE! MASTERS INVITATIONAL SOLO PIPING COMPETITION 2005

With the winners Murray Henderson (First), Angus MacColl, Iain Speirs and Bruce Gandy. The Glasgow International Piping Festival has provided a platform for pipers from a variety of different international piping traditions. The “Masters” event brings pipers from Canada, USA, New Zealand and Scotland who, through their track record in competitions have proved that they are the worlds best Highland Pipers. This DVD features the performances of the top four pipers in the 2005 Masters Competition in two disciplines.

The Living Tradition - Class. Sheer class.

Also Available

McCalmans (1964-2010) - Final Concert & The Good Old Days mactdvd 131 (2011)